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Ihave been attacked by the most right
wing government in living memory for

condemning their bonfire of public
services as a form of ‘fiscal fascism’.

Yet when you use economic power,
with the support of your unelected allies
in finance, the courts, the rest of the
state apparatus and the European Union,
to bully and control the working class
that is fiscal fascism in the raw.

This ConDem government is
attempting, on behalf of big business, to
strike terror in the hearts of workers so
they accept pay cuts, job losses and the
destruction of the public services that
they and their families rely on. 

This is the reality of the Tory/Lib Dem
lash up and RMT will take no lectures
from Lib Dems like Vince ‘unstable’
Cable on posturing. This is a man that
said one thing before polling day and
then postured his way right into the
coalition Cabinet demanding massive
education cuts.

I’m not surprised that Vince has
chosen to attack the trade union
movement because he knows that we
will be the main resistance to his
government’s savage assault on workers. 

However Vince Cable and Nick Clegg
dress it up, they are merely apologists
for the most reactionary government in
a generation which will unleash misery
on the country as the austerity cuts hit
home. 

That is why Tory London mayor Boris
Johnson and the bosses’ cartel the CBI
are demanding the threshold in trade
union ballots to allow strike action be
raised in order outlaw such action. If
these ballot demands were applied to the
election of the mayor and most Tories
they would be out of a job.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer
George Osborne is also dancing to the
austerity diktats being demanded by
European Union institutions. He agreed
at an EU finance ministers meeting
recently that any EU member state not
slashing their budgets to the bone will
face EU sanctions and fines.

RMT marched in Brussels recently
against these EU-inspired cuts and that
it is why we will be joining protests in
this country against austerity designed
to make workers pay for the bankers’
crisis.

This austerity drive is behind
Transport for London’s insane plans to

slash over 2,000 jobs and cut
maintenance spending on London
Underground. It also explains the
removal of crucial subsidies to the bus
industry, maintenance cuts at Network
Rail and the latest attempts to fragment
and privatise lifeline ferry services in
Scotland.

Yet, at a time when the doom and
gloom merchants in the press are
repeating the government line that
everyone has to draw in their belts and
accept austerity, RMT has won a 5.2
percent pay increase at South West
Trains.

Alstom-Metro workers on LUL have
won an improved pay offer after taking
strike action. Network Rail maintenance
workers are also voting on a deal with a
recommendation to accept. 

This union was central to winning
more UK ratings jobs at Stena Line in
Harwich recently and we have been
campaigning for fairness on UK ferries.

These victories show there is no
substitute for fighting, independent trade
unionism. While the myth of ‘social
partnership’ with your employer has
been increasingly discredited, RMT
continues to punch above its weight.

This would explain the increasingly
vicious media attacks on this union,
including the ludicrous lie that union
officials scooped a massive pay rise this
year. This, like many other claims made
in the corporate-controlled media, is just
rubbish.

But I am not particularly concerned
about these attacks by ‘journalists’ who
should now better because, if they
weren’t attacking us then we would not
be carrying out our historic duty to
defend transport workers and their
families.

Finally, any member joining the RMT
Credit Union between now and
Christmas has the chance to win £100.
So why not give it a go and get a
dependable savings and loans service at
the same time.
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RMT slammed the “appalling
and outrageous” treatment

of a group of members working
for First Devon and Cornwall
buses on a sub-contract from
National Express who have been
effectively sacked following the
re-award of the contract to a
different company – Parks of
Hamilton.

The company is refusing to
abide by their legal obligations
to re-engage the existing staff
under TUPE arrangements.

RMT is balloting for
industrial action on First Devon

and Cornwall if the company
fails to intervene to ensure that
the new company complies with
their legal obligations.

The union has insisted that
First Group must protect the
interests of their staff by re-
engaging the workers caught in
the middle of the tendering
process.

RMT, National Express and
First Devon and Cornwall were
all clear during negotiations
over the award of the contract
to Parks of Hamilton that
Transfer of Undertakings (TUPE)

regulations would apply and
that existing staff would be re-
employed. 

It is Parks who have refused
to comply with TUPE but RMT
is clear that First Devon
Cornwall also have an
obligation to ensure that they do
and to re-engage any staff who
have lost out as a result of the
tendering process.

RMT general secretary Bob
Crow said it was an outrageous
way to treat loyal staff.

“As well as preparing an
industrial action ballot RMT will

be pursuing legal cases against
both First Devon and Cornwall
and Parks of Hamilton and we
are also demanding that
National Express intervene as
the client to clear up the mess
that this tendering process has
created and ensure that our
members’ rights are protected.

“It is important that the
seriousness of this situation is
recognised by all concerned and
that the employers meet their
obligations to the workforce,” he
said.

Alstom-Metro train-maintenance workers
at depots on London Underground’s

Jubilee and Northern lines won an improved
pay offer after taking 24-hour strike action
earlier this month.

Further industrial action planned for next
month has been suspended and RMT will
now consult members on the new offer
through a referendum ballot with a
recommendation to accept.

The improved offer came following the
start of an indefinite overtime ban earlier
this month.

The union had argued that Alstom was a
major transnational company that has been
making record profits and is happy to
shovel dividends to its shareholders, but has
offered what would amounted to a
substantial pay cut.

The original offer was worth less than
half of those won by other Tube workers
this year, and the massive vote for action,
and the solid support for the first strike and
the overtime ban, revealed a real
determination to win a fair pay deal.

RMT general secretary Bob Crow said

that it was a testament to the solidarity and
determination of the members that enabled
RMT negotiators to secure the new offer
which includes a significant uplift for the
lowest paid grades.

“One again RMT members have shown
that if you stand strong and are prepared to
take action in support of justified demands
you can make substantial progress. 

“At a time when working people are
being told that they have to accept cuts and
pay freezes we have proved that unity is
strength,” he said.

TUBE TRAIN MAINTENANCE
MEMBERS WIN IMPROVED OFFER

RMT BALLOTS FIRST DEVON
AND CORNWALL BUS MEMBERS 
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RMT operational staff working
on London Underground,
including station and
engineering staff and drivers,
took solid strike action earlier
this month to stop the axing of
800 safety-critical station staff
and other posts.

LUL responded by
announcing plans to sack yet
another 400 staff and to leave a
‘similar number’ of vacancies
unfilled, on top of the 800
safety-critical station staff
already facing the axe.

The announcement
underlines the depth of the
crisis that the London mayor
Boris Johnson and LUL have
plunged the Tube network into.

RMT general secretary Bob
Crow described the latest cuts,
at a time of heighten terror
alerts, as “pure savagery”.

“It seems that Mayor
Johnson is even intent sacking
some of the managers who have
helped him to try to break our
strikes.

“We have said from the start
that the 800 jobs cuts on LUL
and the 250 Tube Lines
previously announced were the
thin end of the wedge, and once
more we have proved to be
right.

“We now have up to jobs
under threat even before the
government’s spending review,
and LUL has made it clear that
even more will be in the firing

line when Peter Hendy’s Project
Horizon review is published
next year.

TSSA station staff members
and RMT members joined forces
on the picket lines across
London in the latest show of
unity among Tube workers.

All major LUL engineering
work scheduled for the weekend
before the strike was cancelled
as the ongoing overtime ban
began to bite.

Works hit by the ban include
major re-railing between White
City and Marble Arch, as well as
all work on signalling systems.

The cost to LU of the
cancellations has already run to
at least £15 million, cancelling

out the saving the company
claims it will make by removing
front-line staff.

Bob Crow also dismissed
calls by the London mayor for
even stricter anti-union laws
that bans strike action unless at
least 50 per cent of the
membership involved voted for
such action.

“Boris Johnson and this
government would not be in
power if this distortion of
democracy was applied to
national and regional elections,”
he said.

Under the 50 per cent level
of ballot participation advocated
by Johnson he would have to
give up his seat, as would all of

his GLA colleagues, as total
turnout in the last Mayoral and
GLA elections was 44 per cent.

Early Day Motion 674 put
down by John McDonnell in
Parliament said that the cuts
would “discriminate against
those who have a disability and
make passengers feel less safe”.

Solidarity messages of
support also flooded in from
across the world from Japan to
Australia, all giving unequivocal
support for the strike.

The next 24 hour strike
action is due take place on
November 2 and the overtime
ban continues to be in place.

SECOND TUBE STRIKE ‘ROCK SOLID’ 
London Underground refutes safety case against job
cuts and raises the axe over up to 2,000 staff
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London Underground fleet
maintenance staff have voted

by nearly 90 per cent in favour
of industrial action over safety-
critical cuts that have ripped up
Tube maintenance schedules
leaving brakes and other
equipment in a lethal state of
disrepair.

The vote for action short of a
strike, on a turnout of over 50
per cent, comes just days after
an extension of maintenance
schedules on the District Line
led to the withdrawal of the
entire fleet due to cracking of
key parts. 

RMT released a series of
pictures of brake blocks on both
Bakerloo and District Line trains
worn down to the metal shoe
and in danger of welding to the
wheel with horrific
consequences.

London Underground has
begun trialling a new schedule
which will double the period
between brake inspections on
tube trains from 14 to 28 days. 

The pictures released are of
brake blocks after less than 28
days of wear and show in the
most graphic detail that if the
current schedule is extended the
brakes will be grinding metal on
metal creating the conditions for
a major disaster.

Other cuts have included
increasing the accepted
tolerances on cracks on wheels
that could led to a wheel
collapse on a train in service,
again with dire consequences for
the travelling public.

RMT has warned repeatedly
that LU/TfL’s cuts plans are

playing fast and loose with
safety and will turn the tube
into a death trap. 

Yet London Mayor Boris
Johnson and his transport
officials have chosen to ignore
those warnings and continue to
refuse to meet unions to discuss
issues at the heart of the
dispute.

The anger of members who
carry out the safety-critical
function of maintaining the
Tube fleet at the cuts being
imposed from above is reflected
in the massive vote for action.

RMT general secretary Bob
Crow said that the pictures
showed what happens when you
slash maintenance schedules and
impose cutbacks on safety – you

run trains without brake blocks
and on cracked brackets and
turn the journey to and from
work into a lottery. 

“The closure of District Line
services has been a damning
indictment of maintenance cuts
plans which has rammed home
the consequences of ripping up
the rule book on fleet
maintenance.

“We remain available for
talks but the current cuts to tube
safety must be halted before we
have a tragedy on our hands. 

“RMT members have been
forced into a position where
they have no choice but to take
action on behalf of Londoners
who depend daily on a safe
transport system,” he said.

RMT welcomed an
immediate 5.2 per

cent pay increase without
strings secured by the
union’s negotiators for all
South West Trains staff.

The deal proves the
benefits of strong trade
union organisation and
sets a pay benchmark for
the rest of the rail and
transport sector. 

RMT General Secretary
Bob Crow said that at a
time when the press are
repeating the government
line that everyone has to
accept cuts, job losses
and austerity, RMT had
shown once again that
strong union organisation
delivers the goods.

“The pay award of 5.2
per cent on South West
Trains sets a clear
benchmark for our
negotiators and for the
transport sector as a
whole.

“The bankers created
this economic crisis and
when the return of the
City bonus culture is back
in the news we are
sending out the clear
signal that working
people don’t need to be
bullied into paying the
price for the greed and
excess of the speculators.

“Strong union
organisation is the only
defence that working
people have against the
cuts and austerity
onslaught – unity is
strength,” he said.

TUBE FLEET
MAINTENANCE STAFF
VOTE FOR ACTION
OVER SAFETY-
CRITICAL CUTS

RMT
SECURES
SOUTH
WEST
TRAINS
PAY
INCREASE 

WORN: A District Line train brake shoe worn down with metal shavings at the
bottom of the shoe
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RMT is recommending a deal
reached with Network Rail for
maintenance staff which stacks
up to a around seven per cent
increase plus a £2,000 lump
sum before Christmas and a
guarantee of no compulsory
redundancies. 

The deal negotiated through
the auspices of ACAS and
discussed with Area Council
Representatives and at other
briefing meetings with members
is as follows: 
* An existing RPI plus 0.5 per

cent from January 2011
(based on November RPI)

* An additional two per cent
paid in two stages between
now and December 2011
subject to reaching
productivity targets

* A £2,000 lump sum payable
before Christmas this year

* A guarantee of no
compulsory redundancies

These proposals do not affect
the pay rise due on January 1
2011 which will still be RPI
(Retail Price Index) plus 0.5 per
cent. RPI currently stands at 4.6
per cent. This means should
members accept these proposals
they will receive the one per
cent pay increase now and the
full 2011 pay increase, on top of
that, in January 2011.

The deal will now go out to a
referendum ballot to with a
recommendation to accept. 

RMT general secretary Bob
Crow said that the package that
union negotiators had secured
on the back of a solid mandate

for strike action was a testament
to the results that can be
achieved by trade unionists that
refuse to take the hit for the
bankers crisis.

"At a time when the doom
and gloom merchants are telling
working people that they must
accept pay freezes, job cuts and
a grim Christmas and New Year
Network Rail maintenance
members have shown that if
you stand together in a strong
trade union you can win. 

“We are sending out the
clearest possible signal that the
only defence that the working
class have in the current climate
is an organised, determined and
fighting union,” he said.

Members can see the full
details of the proposals on the

RMT website at
www.rmt.or.uk/members once in
this area click on the “Network
Rail Reorganisation” tab on the
left hand side. 

If members have any
difficulties doing so then send
an email to info@rmt.org.uk
and a copy will be e-mailed by
return. 

Alternatively phone the
helpline on 0800 376 3706 or
the main switchboard on 020
7387 4771 and ask for the
Industrial Relations Department,
a copy will be sent to you in the
post.

Voting papers must be
returned to the Independent
Scruitineer, the ERS, in the
envelope provided by first post
Monday October 25 2010.

RMT has demanded urgent
intervention to halt the

axing of 150 jobs at the
Bombardier rail maintenance
depot in Chart Leacon in
Ashford, Kent.

The Bombardier depot is a
vital part of the local economy
and the closure of the main
facilities would represent a

massive blow to the area with a
financial impact that would be
felt well beyond the gates of the
site.

RMT general secretary Bob
Crow said that the axing of 150
jobs at Bombardiers Chart
Leacon depot would be a
massive kick in the teeth both
for the workforce and for the

local economy. 
“That is why it is essential

that the local MP Damian Green
intervenes with the company,
even at this late stage, to call a
halt to this ill-conceived and
unnecessary attack on jobs.

“We are talking here about a
highly skilled workforce with
many years of experience who

risk being slung on the
scrapheap if these cuts are
allowed to be bulldozed through.

“With the Government saying
that they are committed to a
green future for transport there
can be no excuse for standing
by and watching while essential
green jobs on the railways are
stripped away,” he said.

RMT RECOMMENDS DEAL
FOR NETWORK RAIL
MAINTENANCE STAFF

HALT JOBS CULL JOBS AT BOMBARDIER
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Trade unionists lobbied Parliament earlier
this month in support of John McDonnell
MP’s Bill to prevent employers blocking the
democratic wishes of trade union members
who have voted overwhelmingly in favour
of industrial action.

The Lawful Industrial Action (Minor
Errors) Private Members Bill would, if
passed, stop employers constantly
challenging democratic union ballots on
minor technical grounds which would have
had no affect on the outcome of the ballot. 

John McDonnell’s Bill is already gaining
broad support and to progress to its next
stage 100 MPs need to attend Parliament for
its "Second Reading” on Friday October 22.

RMT general secretary Bob Crow told the
rally that there was a new push from the
bosses’ organisations, the Mayor of London
and other Tory politicians to load the law
on industrial action even further in their
favour. 

“With the cuts battle set to intensify this
autumn there is no doubt that the
government and the employers will see the

anti-union laws as an important weapon in
trying to choke off resistance to attacks on
jobs and services.

“Now is the time for the trade union
movement to rally round and defend the
basic right to strike and the right to defend
jobs, standards of living and public services. 

“John McDonnell’s Private Members Bill
is the focal point for the union fight back
against the anti-union laws,” he said.

Bosses organisation, the CBI, is among
those lobbying for a change to the law that
would mean that over 40 per cent of union
members eligible to vote would have to
support industrial action in a ballot.

However figures requested from the
House of Commons library by John
McDonnell on behalf of the Trade Union
Co-ordinating Group revealed that just 38
MPs won the support of 40 per cent or more
of the total electorate in their constituencies. 

Leading figures in the ConDem
government would have been knocked out
including George Osborne, Nick Clegg,
Vince Cable and Ken Clarke.

Under the 50 per cent level of ballot
participation advocated by London Mayor
Boris Johnson he would have to give up his
seat, as would all of his GLA colleagues.

John McDonnell said that MPs and the
Mayor of London should not require trade
unions to pass a greater democratic test
than they themselves have achieved. 

“All trade unions want is to be treated
fairly and to have their members’
democratic decisions respected,” he said.

Backing the bill, John Cryer MP warned
that David Cameron’s Tory Party was a
bigger threat to workers than even
Thatchers’s regime. “Cameron is even more
idealogically linked to big business,” he
said. 

FBU leader Matt Wrack said that
firefighters in London had been threatened
with redundancy unless they signed new
contracts and agreed to worse conditions.
“This is being carried out under the same
cuts agenda as other local councils such as
Sheffield and Birmingham,” he said. 

UNIONS LOBBY PARLIAMENT
AGAINST ANTI-UNION LAWS

RMT members lobby Parliament to demand
MPs back Bill to prevent employers exploiting
legal loopholes to ban strike action

A video of this protest can be seen on youtube at the
web address below

http://www.youtube.com/user/RMTtelevision
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The impact of de-regulation and competition on
bus services outside of London has been
devastating. 

For example, anyone can introduce a new bus
service, subject to basic checks, and many
opportunists did in the 1980s after the National
Bus Company was chopped up into 72 separate
companies and sold off by the Conservatives.

The Labour government belatedly introduced the
Local Transport Act 2008 which gives local
authorities substantially improved powers over
local bus services, but it remains to be seen how
in the current economic climate how many
authorities use these powers. Essentially the de-
regulated competition in local bus services has
continued which has resulted in a failure to
stimulate the bus market and lead to the type of
growth in bus passenger numbers, services and
jobs that we all want to see. 

The needs of passengers and bus workers are
secondary concerns and this remains a serious
problem in the bus industry. Essentially it is still
driven by the needs of the ‘big five’ companies
who have successfully exploited the complicated
commissioning and tendering process for bus
services outside London and have also sought to
dominate and maximise profits from our railways. 

Unfortunately, the Coalition Agreement makes
only one reference to the bus industry, saying,
rather vaguely, that they will “…encourage joint
working between bus operators and local
authorities.” Uncannily, this is what the
Conservative Party said about buses in their last
general election manifesto. 

Of course, what the Coalition really means is that
they will wait for the outcome of the Competition
Commission’s ‘market study’ of the supply of
bus services before coming to any firm policy
decisions.

The Competition Commission, however, will not
produce its findings until January 2012 at the
earliest. As a result, there is understandable
concern amongst the thousands of RMT
members and their colleagues working in the bus
industry that this study will merely continue the
trend of treating the industry as a play thing for
free market economists and their political fans,
rather than a public service which millions of
people, especially pensioners, rely on every day
to get out and about in their communities.  

The Coalition government have also raised the
possibility of withdrawing or means testing the
free bus pass for pensioners and disabled
people, a genuinely progressive reform from the
last Labour government. I cannot overstate how
catastrophic any attack on that scheme would
be. At the moment, the Con-Dems have only
talked of reviewing the scheme but we in the

RMT Parliamentary Group will be watching this
issue very closely. 

As we approach the Comprehensive Spending
Review, when George Osborne will reveal the
extent of the cuts in each Department, the future
of the Bus Service Operators’ Grant (BSOG) has
also been raised. The BSOG is a government
grant to reimburse bus operators for a proportion
of the excise duty paid on the fuel their buses
use. 

Cutting this would lead to a further reduction in
bus services, as bus companies, including the
big five, would adjust their expenditure to take
into account this fall in revenue. It’s wrong but
they are private businesses. The government
need to be well aware of the consequences of
this potential reform.

As the Member of Parliament for Stockton North,
I am particularly concerned about how any cuts
will affect people in my area. In Stockton, if the
BSOG was reduced we would potentially lose
some rural routes as well as marginal routes in
urban areas, as the grant supports these. In
addition, the council subsidized routes, ‘Boro
Buses’, could become more expensive and
potentially evening and Sunday services could
lose out.    

The RMT Group is organising a parliamentary
seminar on the future of the bus industry on
November 30  where we will be seeking to map
out a progressive agenda for the bus industry.
We will invite bus workers, government Ministers
and officials to attend, along with representative
from bus passenger groups, local authorities and
the National Pensioners Convention. No doubt
RMT News will cover this important seminar.

Alex Cunningham
Labour MP for Stockton North

BATTLING FOR BUSES
T
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Tens of thousands of workers
marched through Brussels
earlier this month for decent
public services and against
European Union austerity
measures.

Unelected institutions like
the European Central Bank and
the European Commission are
dictating a sell-off of public
services, cuts in public sector
wages and driving up
unemployment by cuts in public
borrowing and investment.  

Even as over 100,000
protesters marched passed EU
institutions, European
Commission president Jose
Manuel Barroso unveiled
proposals to tighten the EU’s
economic grip on member states
with financial sanctions for
those countries that do not cut
their budgets.

Fines for countries which fail
to meet the Thatcherite Stability
and Growth Pact economic
criteria will be "quasi-
automatic", meaning that they
could only be blocked by a
qualified majority within the
Council. 

Ignoring the huge, noisy

protests outside his window,
Barosso said the proposals
marked “a sea change in the
way economic governance is
dealt with in the European
Union". 

There was also a general
strike in Spain involving
millions, including miners
already on hunger strike
because the Commission claims
investment is ‘illegal state aid’.  

In Greece, rail workers were
on strike against the
privatisation and destruction of
their rail network demanded by
the European Central Bank.  

In France millions of workers
have joined general strikes
against attacks on their
pensions dictated by EU
'competitiveness criteria'.  

“Workers are sending out a
clear message that they oppose
the EU bailing out bankers
while waging economic war on
working people,” said RMT
general secretary Bob Crow on
the march.

EU AUSTERITY CUTS 

European Council president
Herman Van Rompuy is heading

up an EU task force to tighten
rules on budget discipline and
the introduction of sanctions for
countries which refuse to slash
public services in order to cut
deficits.

Under the Commission's
proposal, member states
running a public debt higher
than 60 per cent of GDP would
be required to reduce their
excess over this figure by a
yearly five per cent for the
following three years, or face a
fine.

A qualified majority of
member states within the
Council would be needed to
block a proposed fine from the
Commission, instead of a
qualified majority to approve it,
as is currently the case. 

After EU finance ministers
agreed the sanctions, Italian
economics minister Giulio
Tremonti declared: "Budget
policies in European countries
cannot be national policies any
more". 

Marco Buti from the
European Commission for
Economic and Financial Affairs
also announced EU plans to

slash public sector wages.
"When wages in the public

sector damage competitiveness
and price stability then the
country will be requested to
change this policy. 

“And the wage development
in the public sector does of
course have a great influence
on the private economy," he
said.

TRANSPORT “COMPETITION”

EU Transport Commissioner
Siim Kallas is demanding "more
competition” in the rail sector.
He is proposing a ‘Single
European Railway Area’,
dominated by EU "open access"
competition rules, which
‘liberalises’ rail networks and
creates huge rail monopolies.  

Germany’s Deutsche Bahn is
currently demanding the
relaxation of Channel Tunnel
safety rules to allow DB’s ICE
trains to compete with Eurostar
between London and Brussels.  

The European Railways
Agency has sent a clear signal
that EU competition takes
priority over rail safety by
allowing DB to test trains

EU WAGES ECONOMI C
RMT members join over 100,000 trade
unionists marching in Brussels against
European Union economic polices that are
deepening the capitalist crisis

A video of this protest can be seen on youtube at the
web address below

http://www.youtube.com/user/RMTtelevision
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FRANCE
France has announced plans to cut spending
by 45 billion euros over the next three years in
order to meet the budget deficit target. 

The country plans to cut pensions and raise
the retirement age to 62 from 60, and require
employees to work longer. 

Trade unions have organised nationwide
general strikes involving at least four million
people.

SPAIN
The Spanish government has approved an
austerity budget which includes eight per cent
spending cuts.

Madrid has promised the EU to cut its deficit to
six per cent of its gross domestic product
(GDP) next year, from 11.1 per cent last year.

Government workers face a pay cut of five per
cent, and salaries will then be frozen for 2011
and an end to cash payments for new mothers,
known as "baby cheques". Unemployment has
more than doubled - to about 20 per cent -
since 2007.

GREECE
The government has pledged to make drastic
spending cuts in return for a £95 billion bail-out
from the EU and International Monetary Fund.

It has started drawing on the bail-out money
because a sharp downgrade of its sovereign

debt rating made its borrowing costs soar.

Under the plan to slash the budget by £26
billion over three years, Greece aims to
privatise the rail network, freeze public sector
salaries and pensions, raise retirement ages
and increase the EU-inspired VAT from 19 per
cent to 23 per cent. 

ROMANIA
The government proposed wage cuts of 25 per
cent and pension cuts of 15 per cent in order
to reduce the country's budget deficit.

Romania's economy shrunk more than seven
per cent in 2009. It says it needs to implement
new austerity measures to qualify for the next
installment of the £17 billion IMF loan.
Thousands of police officers went on strike
over the 25 per cent pay cut.

ITALY
Austerity measures worth 24 billion euros with
cuts amounting to about 1.6 per cent of GDP.

Italy aims to cut public sector pay and
pensions and freeze new recruitment, replacing
only one employee for every five who leave.
Funding to city and regional authorities will be
cut by more than 13 billion euros. 

GERMANY
The government plans to cut the budget deficit
by a record £66 billion, or three per cent of
GDP, by 2014. 

The plans include a cut in subsidies to parents,
10,000 government job cuts over four years.

IRELAND
The government has presented three austerity
packages in just over a year.

The budget for 2010 slashed government
spending by four billion euros, cutting all public
servants' pay by at least five per cent.

The measures include cuts of 760 million euros
in social welfare, including child benefits, and
960 million euros in investment projects.

Figures in September showed GDP falling 1.2
per cent and gross national product (GNP)
dropping by 0.3 per cent.

PORTUGAL
The government has announced a range of
austerity measures aimed at cutting the deficit
to 7.3 per cent this year and 4.6 cent in 2011.

VAT to rise and the launch of two high-speed
rail links - the Lisbon-Porto and Porto-Vigo
routes is delayed. 

NETHERLANDS
The Dutch caretaker government announced
budget cuts of £2.7 billion for 2011, but the
final figure may be much higher. 

Spending on healthcare and government
workers will be slashed in a bid to reduce the
budget deficit.

MI C WAR ON WORKERS
through the tunnel this month.

EU rules also demand that
‘ferry services’ across Europe
must be broken up and handed
over to the private sector.  

The same process of
removing powers of elected
governments to develop vital

public services is taking place
in education, health care, postal
services and pensions.  

Delivering huge economic
and political power to Brussels
is a continuation of the process
begun in 1957 with the Treaty
of Rome which, like every EU

treaty, demands ‘ever-closer
union’ without the consent or
knowledge of citizens.  

The renamed EU
constitution, the Lisbon Treaty
– rejected by millions of
citizens – forms the basis for an
unaccountable EU super-state

ruling in the interests of
monopoly finance capital.  

“This corporate-backed
assault on democracy must be
resisted with industrial action
and generalised protests,” Bob
Crow said on the huge
demonstration.

EU AUSTERITY ROUND UP 



This year’s Trades Union
Congress meeting in Manchester
backed a rallying call from RMT
for action to resist cuts that
would lay waste to the economy
and create mass unemployment.

In a rousing speech RMT
general secretary Bob Crow –
who was also re-elected to the
TUC’s governing general council
– condemned attempts to make
working people and their
families pay for the bankers’
crisis, and laid out the stark
reality that workers had the
choice either to lie down or to
fight.

United action by unions,
coupled with mass protests,
community action and civil
disobedience, had the power to
stop the planned cuts, said Bob.

“If the bankers stay in bed
everything goes on as normal,
but if workers stay in bed the
economy closes down,” said
Bob.

The congress endorsed a
blueprint for action which
stressed the importance of
building an alliance of workers
and service users, and of
working towards co-ordinated
strikes and other forms of
industrial action.

Delegates lined up to put the
blame for Britain’s economic
crisis squarely at the feet of the
speculative bankers who caused
it.

Firefighters’ leader Matt
Wrack condemned the “lies and
distortions” of politicians and
media who tried to pin the crisis
on public spending on services
that people need, and pledged:
“We will stop you”.

It was the most serious fight
the trade-union movement had
faced for decades said
Communications Workers’ Union
deputy general secretary Dave
Ward, signalling the union’s
determination to resist a new

attempt to privatise the post
office.

Pointing to the £120 billion
lost to the Treasury each year in
tax avoidance and evasion, PCS
leader Mark Serwotka rejected
the need “for a single job cut or
a single penny cut in public-
sector spending.

“If there is money available
to bail out banks, if there is
money for war, for Trident, there
is money for our public
services,” said Unison leader
Dave Prentis.

TOTAL BACKING FOR TUBE
STRIKE

Strike action by more than
10,000 RMT and TSSA members
to defend 800 jobs and safety
on London Underground won
unanimous support and a TUC
pledge to campaign to keep safe
staffing levels.

Delegates agreed that the
planned cuts would undermine

the safety of passengers and
staff and would discriminate
against people with disabilities.

Congress slammed the
“cynical opportunism” of
London Mayor, Boris Johnston,
who was elected on a platform
of opposing cuts in booking
office opening hours on the
Tube, but was now planning
even deeper cuts.

RMT and TSSA had spent
months trying to get Tube
bosses to listen to the unions’
concerns over cuts that would
leave many Tube stations and
public areas unstaffed, said RMT
delegate Jackie Darby, London
Underground Engineering.

Those fears had simply been
ignored, “but, they couldn’t
ignore us when 10,000 London
Underground staff took strike
action,” she said.

“My union is proud to be in
the forefront of resistance to
these savage public spending

12

TUC ISSUES CALL
FOR ACTION TO
DEFEAT CUTS
Britain’s unions will fight side by side to protect public
services, jobs and pensions from the devastating cuts
planned by the millionaires’ ConDem government
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cuts, said Jackie: “Keep
supporting Tube workers and we
will keep fighting for your
safety”.

FOR PUBLIC TRANSPORT IN
PUBLIC HANDS

Years of privatisation,
deregulation and fragmentation
has left transport policy in “an
expensive mess”, RMT president
Alex Gordon told Congress.

Blind imposition of the neo-
liberal dogma of “private good,
public bad” had resulted in the
most expensive rail fares in
Europe and bus services held to
ransom by “a cabal of private
operators” who were “the most
outstanding practitioners of
corporate welfare extortion in
our history”.  

Congress reiterated its call for
transport to be returned to the
public sector and run in the
interests of passengers and the
environment, and pledged to
campaign against £700 million
cuts in the transport budget.

“It is vital that there is a
united voice coming clearly and
loudly from Britain’s trade
union movement that public
transport is a public good that
can and will only be delivered
efficiently and safely in public
ownership,” Alex said. 

DEFEND ROYAL FLEET AUXILIARY

The threat to privatise the Royal
Fleet Auxiliary must be resisted,
delegates agreed, committing the
TUC to campaign protect the
RFA as one of the biggest
employers and trainers of UK
seafaring ratings.

Privatisation would be “a
betrayal of the brave seafarers
who have played a vital role in
numerous conflicts”, many of
whom had given their lives,
Congress agreed.

It would also “devastate”
employment prospects for UK
seafarers, said RMT delegate
Mark Carden, noting that the
threat came only three years
after an extensive review
concluded that commercial
options could not deliver the
operational capability required. 

“The RFA is unique and we
deliver a top-class, highly
skilled role,” Mark said, adding
that its swift response to the

recent Haiti earthquake was a
classic example.

PUT FREIGHT ON RAIL

Northern Rail driver Daren
Ireland slammed the devastation
being wrought on the rail-
freight industry, highlighting the
closure by privateer DB
Schenker of the former EWS
Trafford Park and Falkland
depots

Rather than encourage more
freight on rail, the privatisation
and market-led policies pursued
by successive governments had
damaged the network and seen
traffic, including mail,
transferred from rail to road.

“It is only a nationalised rail
network that will deliver more
freight on rail, creating more
employment and stability for the
workforce.

“And only a nationalised
network can and would deliver
a greener economy, reducing
carbon emissions and
greenhouse gases,” Daren said.

SOLIDARITY WITH HAITI

The people of earthquake-
ravaged Haiti need a massive
boost in aid from the

international community,
Congress agreed, pledging to
build links with the Caribbean
republic’s unions.

The devastation wrought by
January’s disaster was magnified
by poverty and the nation’s
most vulnerable, especially
women, were still living in
appalling conditions

Haiti’s entire history was one
of struggle, said RMT delegate
and London Underground
engineer Frank Murray.

Freeing itself from slavery
after 13 years of fighting
against imperial forces of
France, Spain and Britain, the
Haitian republic had been
virtually bankrupted by
reparations, equivalent to more
than $21 billion today, extorted
by France until 1947.

It was a crime that slaves had
had to pay their former masters,
and it was time that money was
returned to Haiti to help it
rebuild, Frank said.

ON THE FRINGE

RMT was also highly visible on
the fringe scene. Together with
the Trade Union Co-ordinating
Group the union held packed
meetings on the challenges
facing working people. 

A fringe on campaigning
against the cuts heard tax expert
Richard Murphy argue that there
were real alternatives to the
ConDem austerity measures,
including stopping the billions
lost every year in corporate tax
avoidance and evasion.  

In another packed event Bob
Crow warned against the threat
to workplace health and safety
posed by the government’s
determination to water down
legislation.

Other successful fringes
organised by the TUCG included
one on resisting attacks on
public-sector pensions and
another warning of the dangers
of privatisation.

A joint fringe meeting with
the Miscarriages of Justice
Organisation and the Defend
Sean Garland campaign
highlighted the abuse justice
systems for political purposes,
and the impact this can have on
innocent people. Congratulations: TUC General Secretary

Brendan Barber after Bob Crow elected to
the TUC general council 

Frank Murray

Alex Gordon

Darren Ireland

Jackie Darby

Mark Carden
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Shipping minister Mike
Penning has stalled

indefinitely a decision on
whether the UK flag should
enforce equal pay for seafarers
of all nationalities.

The move comes after a
review of the question
commissioned by the last
Labour government but only
published after the right wing
coalition took office.

The review argued that
British vessels should end
discrimination against foreign
officers and ratings, which is
currently lawful under section

nine of the Race Relations Act
1976.

Review author Susan Carter
said that the change, which
would cost employers £259
million a year, is necessary to
comply with European Union
legislation.

Shipping unions backed the
change, but the Chamber of
Shipping openly attacked Ms
Carter’s and claimed it was in
the ‘national interest’ to
maintain racial discrimination
on UK shipping to prevent
large-scale flagging-out.

Mr Penning said in June that

interested parties would be
given two weeks to comment,
after which he has promised to
report back to parliament. But it
has now emerged that the
minister wrote to a number of
interested parties towards the
end of last month, to inform
them that the Department for
Transport has yet to make up its
mind.

Transport secretary Philip
Hammond said that he had
discussed the issue personally
with Siim Kallas, European
commissioner for transport and
the provisions of the Race

Relations Act would be
maintained for the time being
by virtue of an order under the
Equality Act 2010.

RMT national secretary Steve
Todd said that it was a major
disappointment coming after the
Carter review.

“It is time that the
government upheld its moral
obligations to safeguard
seafarers from exploitation on
UK ships, and pass the draft
regulations drawn up by the
previous government that would
deal with this matter once and
for all,” he said.

RMT launched a campaign in
the Scottish port town of Oban
recently to stop the sell-off of
lifeline Scottish ferry services as
a result of the on-going Scottish
government review.  

RMT general secretary Bob
Crow and national secretary
Steve Todd were joined by Paul
Maloney of Nautilus, the ship
officers’ trade union and
representatives from the local
community speaking in defence
of publicly-owned ferry services
and against putting the routes
out to tender.  

RMT President, Alex Gordon
noted that the SNP in
opposition had campaigned
against privatisation of
Caledonian MacBrayne ferries.
However, following the decision
of Stagecoach founder, Brian
Souter to switch his backing
from Labour to the SNP, the
newly-elected SNP-led Scottish
government set up a ‘Ferries
Review Committee’, which is
using EU tendering rules to
propose fragmenting existing
Clyde, Hebridean, Orkney and
Shetland routes currently run by

Caledonian MacBrayne and
Northlink Ferries.  

This is the second time such
a tendering process has taken
place. The first time it cost the
taxpayer £17 million and
CalMac was the only bidder
after RMT secured guarantees
on wages and conditions as part
of the tender.  

RMT general secretary Bob
Crow said that there was a
hidden agenda to cut routes, sell
off services and jack up fares
and he warned islanders and
others dependent on ferry
services for their businesses,
jobs, education and leisure
transport to guard against
complacency.  

“Lucrative ferry services,
such as the one between Oban
and Craignure, may be sold off
as individual routes while
leaving other less lucrative
services to be sold off
separately.  

“If the politicians think we
will sit back while these vital
services are hacked back or
flogged off they have got
another thing coming” Bob said.  

"RMT will mobilise a
campaign to force MSPs and
MPs to oppose any cuts or be
exposed at the ballot box if they
fail to do so,” he said.  

RMT will also ballot for
industrial action if there is any
attempt to cut the pay or
working conditions or any
attack on the pension rights of
staff.  

A report by Jeanette Findlay
of the University of Glasgow
commissioned by the STUC
found that the safety record of
the public sector operators was
extremely high and incentives
and opportunities for them to
remain so are greater than for
private sector operators.  

The report found that single
route operators are unlikely to
be able to offer the same degree
of quality and safety training
due to lack of economies of
scale.  It is also unlikely that

private sector operators would
secure suitable vessels for
lifeline ferry routes.  Public
safety will be compromised by
using unsuitable vessels and by
the removal of maintenance
responsibility from the existing
pubic sector operator.  

Existing ferry services are
also vital to island communities
both in terms of direct and
indirect employment and their
future economic and social
development.  

Further public meetings will
be taking place across the
Highlands and Islands next
month in Stornaway, Barra,
Tobermory, Islay, Brodick and
Gourock.  

The run-up to the Scottish
parliamentary elections in May
2011 provides a real opportunity
for trade unionists and
communities to make our voices
heard.

HANDS OFF LIFELINE SCOTTISH FERRIES!
Union launches campaign in
Oban to block plans to privatise
and fragment lifeline Scottish
ferry services  

CONDEM GOVERNMENT SINKS
EQUAL PAY ON UK SHIPPING
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After 17 years of service on
the Portsmouth-Bilbao

route it was sad to see the
"Billy" going as it had a sense
of comradeship on like no other
vessel I or many others have
served.

Many outside of the shipping
industry will find it hard to
understand the depth of
comradeship on a ship,
especially this one, it was more
like a community than a place
of work. 

Many lifelong friendships
started on the old lady and it
was an emotional time for all
over the past nine months, but
credit to the professionalism of
all the crew for the solidarity
and work ethic shown during
these difficult times with many
attending a farewell party which
we had in Portsmouth were the
emotions of many were evident
to see.

We were glad not to have
any contracted redundancies
during the negotiations, but sad
to see the end of an era when
P&O pulled out of Portsmouth
when only five years ago we
had five vessels operating out of
the port. It is another sad day
for British shipping and a major
concern for us all. The majority
of crew are being relocated to
Hull on the Pride of York and
the remainder have volunteered
for other vessels within the P&O
fleet.

The many agency members
onboard received redundancy
payments but we will continue
to fight the accommodation
charge which we recently
uncovered.

A special thanks to Peter
Skelly and Mark Carden for
their endless support and input
during a time which we hope
we or none of our fellow

comrades have to endure any
time soon.

It was a pleasure both
personally and professionally to
have served on the vessel and to
have been lucky enough to

represent RMT on this vessel.
"Hasta la Victoria Siempre"

Darren Procter
RMT Representative
Pride of Bilbao 

Stena Line has agreed to staff
the new Stena Britannica ferry
with UK ratings at Harwich
following a strike ballot threat to
prevent further social dumping
taking place at the port.

Stena Britannica is one of the
largest ferries in the world and
the company tried to use its
introduction to replace UK
seafarers with low paid Filipinos
in a blatant case of social
dumping.

The company sought to
reduce UK ratings by 17 by
means of voluntary redundancy
and replace them with nine
Filipinos at far lower inferior
rates of pay and conditions. 

The union made clear that it
opposed any redundancies either
voluntary or compulsory and
any attempt to do so would
spark a ballot for industrial
action. 

The company ignored these
warnings and issued voluntary
notices, forcing RMT to serve
notice of a ballot and sparking a
rise in union membership. 

RMT national secretary Steve
Todd said that members were
clearly prepared to stand up and
be counted and defend their jobs 

“RMT assistant national
secretary Peter Hall, along with
the port committee, did a
magnificent job in convincing
members that if they were
prepared to fight we were
prepared to back them. 

“Due to the resolve and
determination of the members,
we were able to convince the
company that there would be no
redundancy no reduction in UK
ratings and out of it all we got
nine new positions,” he said.

Despite this victory Filipino
seafarers continue to be

employed by Stena Line at rates
of pay as low as £2.20 per hour. 

As a result RMT will be
holding a demonstration the
launch of the Stena Britannica
on October 19. ConDem
Transport Secretary Philip
Hammond will be in attendance
so members will have the
opportunity to make their
feelings known.

The demonstration is part of
the ITF campaign against the use
of cheap labour and for the
protection of jobs in the ferry
and docks sector. 

RMT and other trade unions
are seeking to enforce the ITF
Athens policy which respects
rates of pay applicable to those
ports from which a ship trades.

“Getting those Filipino
seafarers onto higher pay rates is
our objective as it is with
seafarers from other countries
who are being exploited.

“We want to create a level
playing field in order to end
exploitation and social dumping
on UK ships,” said Steve Todd.

FAREWELL TO THE ‘BILLY’

RMT WINS SHIPPING JOBS AT HARWICH
Unions reverses redundancy threat
at Stena Line and creates more
British jobs at Harwich



RMT bus driver Mark Dean
says he’s on “cloud nine”

after being crowned UK Bus
Driver of the Year.

He saw off competition from
more than 100 fellow bus
professionals to lift the national
title in Blackpool as well as
£1,550 in prize money.

His success followed a
gruelling set of theory and
practical road tests, described by
Mark as the “toughest I’ve ever
come across”.

“I was mentally and
physically exhausted but to win
the contest is, without doubt,
the proudest moment of my
career, I’m on cloud nine,” he
said.

Mark, who describes himself
as a mad West Ham United fan,
works on the National Express
service from Bournemouth to
London operated by
Bournemouth Transport. He
competed at Blackpool last year,
achieving a very creditable 18th
place. 

He took part in this year’s
contest with fellow Yellow Buses
driver Andy Turner. Andy won
the local heat of the Bus Driver
of the Year contest while Mark
was the runner-up. 

The national contest is
regarded as the bus industry’s
premier award for drivers and is
now in its 44th year.

“My partner, Sarah, just

screamed down the phone when
I told her that I’d won. 

“The reaction from everyone
has been fantastic and quite
overwhelming,” said Mark who
joined Bournemouth Transport
in 1998 and rejoined the
company’s coach department in
2003.

The national final included a
three mile driving test involving
manoeuvring exercises followed
by a circuit, in normal traffic,
along Blackpool Promenade.

Drivers were required to stop
with precision at a number of
bus stops while observers
stationed around the course
judged drivers` signalling,
positioning and bus handling.

Drivers were marked and
judged at 13 points along the
route, and sat a theory test,
consisting of 25 questions on
the Highway Code and
mechanical principles. 

Mark won £1,550 in prize
money and also returned to
Dorset with an array of
silverware including cups,
shields and trophies.

Next year`s final will take
place on the weekend of 10-11
September, and already, a few
companies have committed
themselves to taking part, citing
the competition as a driver-
friendly method of encouraging
increased skill levels and
reducing accidents. 

RMT MEMBER
CROWNED BUS
DRIVER OF THE YEAR

Driving success: Mark Dean celebrates being named UK Bus Driver of the Year.  
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Early Day Motion 402

BUS SERVICES OPERATOR GRANT
That this House recognises the importance of local bus
services in tackling congestion in urban areas, in
contributing to carbon reduction and in providing a lifeline
service in rural areas and for households without access to
a car; notes that the Government's own calculations
suggest that if Government 

BSOG (Bus Services Operator Grant) support for bus
services were to be withdrawn, substantial fare increases,
service reductions and job losses would follow; and calls on
the Government to continue to support bus services by
retaining BSOG.

Angela Smith MP

RMT PARLIAMENTARY BUS SEMINAR 

DEFENDING BUS SERVICES
Date: November 30, 2010 
Time: 1400 hours to 1600 hours
Venue: Committee Room 10, House of Commons  

The union and RMT’s Parliamentary group of MPs will be
holding a seminar in the House of Commons to discuss the
future of the bus industry in the light of the government’s
draconian Spending Review this month

Bus services and jobs are under serious threat with cuts to local
authority funding and the possible withdrawal of the national
bus subsidy and support for concessionary fares.  

The government is reviewing the future of the only direct
national funding for bus services – Bus Service Operators Grant
(BSOG) – and may scrap it completely.

The grant is a rebate to bus operators on the fuel duty they pay.

Operators who run local registered bus services are reimbursed
for the major part of the tax paid on the fuel used in operating
these services. These also include many rural, school and
socially important services and the grant is also increasingly
important to community transport providers.

Angela Smith MP has already put down Early Day Motion 402
warning that if government support for bus services were to be

withdrawn it would lead to substantial fare increases, service
reductions and job losses.

The seminar will be considering these issues and how to best
set out a positive agenda for bus services, passengers and bus
workers. 

RMT general secretary Bob Crow will be speaking at the
seminar, together with Bus Minister Norman Baker MP, public
transport campaigners, Passenger Transport Associations and
campaigning groups. All Members of Parliament will be invited
to the seminar.

The seminar will be widely advertised and RMT would like to
encourage the maximum possible attendance from RMT
members and particularly bus members. Support for attendance
is a legitimate item of expenditure from Branch funds.  

Those wishing to attend please contact Maria Santamera,
m.santamera@rmt.org.uk at RMT head office by no later than
Friday November 26. 
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Ten years after the
Scandinavian Star and

Estonia disasters, trade unions
from across Europe launched a
campaign for fair and safe
ferries for all, including a fair
ferries week of action at selected
European ferry ports. 

At the launch, which took
place at the home of Hull City
Football Club, campaign
coordinator Norrie McVicar said
that the campaign would
highlight a decade of job losses.

“Long-serving crews have
been cut and then cut again, to
be replaced, if at all, with
cheaper non-EU personnel,
many of whom are now even
being encouraged to carry out
cargo handling work that has
always been the preserve of
safety-trained dockers,” he said.

The campaign will focus on
‘social dumping’, whereby
existing, skilled workers are
undercut by exploited foreign
labour, and questioning ferry
companies alleged to be
carrying out cargo lashing,
cargo stowage/fastening, on
board by seafarers, rather than
by dockers on shore.

“’Fair Trade’ is not just about
what kind of coffee you buy –
it’s also about the rights, safety
and dignity of the workers who
transport cargo and passengers.

“More and more, seafarers
working on passenger ferries are
being asked – sometimes forced
– to lash and secure cargo,
vehicles and containers without
any proper training or safety
mechanisms in place.

“This can cause serious
accidents, even fatalities, and
should be done by trained and
experienced dockworkers,” said
Norrie.

SOCIAL DUMPING

Many European seafarers have
lost their jobs to low cost
workers who can be paid as
little as 2 euros per hour. These
seafarers are often employed on
the basis that they will not
complain about safety, are
usually not represented by a
trade union and may not have
legal rights in the country that
they have been brought to work
in. 

The threat of social dumping
has also increased following
judgments from EU courts that
have ruled that companies have
the ‘right to establishment’
allowing them to bring in lower
paid labour.

Unions fear that this
discriminates against some
seafarers because of their
nationality and because they
cannot defend or represent

themselves.
European dockers’ and

seafarers’ unions, who are
members of the International
Transport Workers’ Federation
(ITF), agreed to campaign
against cargo handling by
seafarers and to fight for equal
and fair wages and employment
conditions for all seafarers
working on ferries trading on
European seas.

FAIR FERRIES WEEK OF ACTION 

As part of a week of action,
dockers and seafarers from
Belgium, France, the
Netherlands, the UK and Ireland
outside Stena Ferries’ office in
Hook of Holland to protest
against the company’s attitude
to the employment of British
and European seafarers, and
against comments by Stena
manager Pim de Lang Stena
Manager that British ratings are
all ‘fat and tattooed’.

The UK and Irish delegation

travelled to the protest from
Harwich on the Stena Britannica
and, while on board, met with
crew and passengers to explain
the campaign and why Stena
Ferries is being targeted for its
treatment of non-EU nationals –
which includes paying Filipino
seafarers two euros an hour. 

They also collected signatures
for a petition calling on Stena
to respect the rights of all
workers to be represented by a
trade union, stop forcing crew
to do dockers’ work and to
employ all seafarers on an equal
and fair basis.

Speaking at the Hook of
Holland rally, Norrie McVicar
said that the campaign sought
to establish a new “threshold of
decency” in the ferry industry
that would rid it of the charge
of “institutional race
discrimination” which is driving
the ferry sector into a “race to
the bottom” and compromising
safety.

FAIR FERRIES
CAMPAIGN LAUNCHED

Norrie McVicar
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UIA is a mutual insurance
company with over 100 years'
experience of providing great
value, high quality insurance
to members of selected trade
unions. Being mutual means
UIA are owned by their
policyholders; which enables

them to keep premiums low,
provide excellent products
and employ highly trained
staff. Products include home,
motor, travel and pet
insurance. For details call
0845 842 8421 or access
www.rmtinsurance.co.uk

WIN £100!
Join the RMT Credit Union and you could win £100

Yes, that’s right if you join
the RMT Credit Union between
now and December 31 your
name will go forward in a prize
draw sponsored by UIA Home
Insurance to win £100.

The RMT Credit Union is a
provider of quality financial
services at a value for money
price, accessible and available to
all RMT members.

It is owned and
democratically controlled by
RMT members on behalf of RMT
members and provides value for
money savings and loan
facilities to its members.

To join, all you have to do is
fill in the Credit Union

Application Form at the back of
this magazine and return it,
together with proof of your
identity to the address on the
form.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

The annual general meeting of
the RMT Credit Union takes
place in the boardroom at RMT
headquarters on December 9,
2010 at 1pm. All RMT Credit
Union members are welcome.

If you wish to attend the
AGM please register your
interest at least seven days
before the AGM date by
telephone 020 7529 8835 or e-
mail c.union@rmt.org.uk

*Terms and conditions apply. RMT is an Introducer Appointed Representative of
UIA (Insurance) Ltd and UIA (Insurance Services) Ltd, which are both authorised
and regulated by the Financial Services Authority. Travel insurance is
underwritten by Ageas Insurance Ltd. Motor insurance is arranged and
administered by UKAIS Limited. UIA Pet Insurance is arranged by Thornside Pet
Healthcare Insurance and is underwritten by AXA Insurance UK PLC and
administered by BDML Connect Ltd. All these companies are authorised and
regulated by the Financial Services Authority.
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Amajor Health and Safety Executive
inspection programme specifically

looking at ageing offshore platforms has
been launched in the UK.

The programme is due to run until
September 2013, so expect a lot of
engineering/construction work going on
around the patch given the state of some
installations.

RMT offshore regional organiser Jake
Molloy's said members’ report their
platforms are held together by scaffolding,
while others suggest it’s more like ‘Denso
tape’ and string. 

“This is the ‘blue rope’ experience where
all the cable trays and ladder racking is
hanging from pieces of blue rope. 

“One guy told us – ‘I was in
Tutankhamen’s tomb in Egypt recently, and
despite it being thousands of years old it
was in better nick than some areas of my
rig’,” Jake Molloy said.

Steve Walker, head of the Offshore Safety
Division (OSD) at the HSE said that the issue
of ageing installations was not a new one,
and he had been working in the industry to
address the risks for several years. 

“We are very clear that if installations
are going to be used beyond their original
anticipated design life then operators need
to look to the future and anticipate
inevitable

Consequences, this is a priority for us,”
he said.

The programme, which is officially called
– “The Ageing and Life Extension Inspection
Programme”, or Key Programme 4 (KP4) –
follows on from the HSE’s 2007 KP3 report.

That report painted a pretty bad picture
of offshore safety when more than 100
installations were inspected. 

KP3 was reviewed last year and the
publication concluded that safety had
improved, but there was still significant
room for improvement especially for
workforce involvement.

So, whether your installation is in need
of a ‘makeover’ or perhaps extensive
cosmetic surgery, let your union know and
it will raise your concerns.

INJURED? SO WHAT?

Dear editor,

I have to applaud RMT offshore regional
organiser Jake Molloy's comments on my local
radio station in the aftermath of the scathing
attack on offshore safety by the Health and
Safety Executive. 

Anyone who has worked offshore over the
decades knows that the most serious incidents
are hushed up as much as possible.

A particular incident that springs to mind
instantly was of a company employee who broke
his leg on the platform that I was on at the
time, and was seconded in to an office job in
Aberdeen so as not too be classed as an LTI. 

At the other end of the scale we have the
possibility of final written warnings or even the
sack for contractor employees if they cut
themselves! 

This is particularly applicable to caterers. Some
rigs/platforms have a system where the medics
will not put plasters in the first aid boxes in the
galley anymore, so that if someone cuts
themselves they have to attend the sickbay and
the cut reported. 

Because of the possible repercussions, many
caterers that I know, including myself, now
simply purchase their own blue plasters at home
and carry them with them at all times.

Yours sincerely - Name withheld

UK offshore oil rig operators have
been reminded by the Health and

Safety Executive to take steps to prevent
the spread of legionella in water systems
on offshore installations.

“Dutyholders are required to assess
the risks from legionella bacteria within
their potable water systems and put in
place a scheme to prevent or control the
risk,” said the HSE in an industry-wide
safety notice.

The HSE explained that the notice
was being issued after a series of recent
offshore installation inspections that
identified “significant failings in the
control of legionella bacteria in hot and
cold water systems and resulted in
formal enforcement action being taken
against the duty holders concerned”.

Shell, Chevron and Talisman have all
received improvement notices relating to
legionella bacteria over the last year.

Legionalla causes Legionnaires’
disease, which is a potentially deadly
form of pneumonia which could kill.

There are about 300 to 500 reported
cases of Legionnaires’ disease each year
in the UK as a whole.

Only one case has so far been
reported offshore in the last 10 years,
but the HSE said: “Although the risk of
contracting the disease through exposure
offshore is low, legionella bacteria are
known to colonise and multiply in hot
and cold water systems on offshore
installations”.

RMT offshore regional organiser Jake
Molloy welcomed tough action being
taken by the HSE on this serious failing
to control legionella bacteria. 

“It is wholly unacceptable and
members are advised that if they suspect
any problems regarding the water
facilities on their installation they
should raise it immediately at their
safety meetings and with their Safety
Rep’s - get it recorded. 

“If there is no action taken, contact
the HSE or notify RMT and we’ll chase it
up for you,” he said.

OFFSHORE OIL RIG INSPECTION
PROGRAMME LAUNCHED

WATCH YOUR
WATER WORKS!
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RMT’s Clapham education
centre at Maritime House in

south London officially opened
for business last month with
guests from Unionlearn, London
Metropolitan University,
Lewisham College and RMT
members trying out the new
equipment and witnessing Bob
Crow cutting the ribbon. 

Special guest Richard Ross
from London Metropolitan
University gave a talk on the
history of trade union
education, the institutions
involved and the strong
educational tradition of the NUS
and NUR. Maritime House was
used in the fifties to run TUC
courses while Congress House
was being built. 

To show education has came
back to Maritime House, there is
picture of a course from 1959
hanging on the wall in centre. 

The talk ended with some
poignant questions, which have
been debated since trade union
education began. Who decides

what trade unionists need to
know? Who should tutor these
courses? Other trade unionists?
Or trained tutors from colleges?
How will courses be taught? 

These questions continue to
be debated and RMT stands
strong with two educational
facilities, one in the north and
one in the south, where trade
union representatives can access

the strength and knowledge that
education provides. 

Clapham Education Centre
has been equipped with state of
the art equipment, such as 12
laptops with the latest Microsoft
software, an interactive
whiteboard and a super design
desktop with Adobe software.
The furniture in the room can
rearranged to suit the needs of

the course, for example tables
stacked or laid out in different
styles. The centre has two rooms
the first ideal for 6-8 learners.
The second room ideal for 12
learners and both rooms can be
used for meetings. Clapham
Education Centre can be booked
through Andrew Brattles by
emailing a.brattle@rmt.org.uk
or calling 020 7529 8820. 

The building situated on the corner of
Grafton Square in Old Town, Clapham

was built in 1939 with the foundation stone
laid by the General Secretary, W R Spence,
on February 14 1939.

It was designed to compliment existing
Georgian architecture in the local
neighbourhood, giving what were then state
of the art working conditions for staff and
officials. 

This was in stark contrast to the old
Victorian building in Southwark and the
new building was deemed  ‘a worthy
structure to house the great National Union
of Seamen’.

The Rt Hon Arthur Greenwood, MP
performed the official opening on the July
23 1940. So began a great chapter in a long
history of trade union education. The
development of local level representatives,
education through correspondence courses
and courses in industrial relations was a
tremendous achievement considering the
challenges presented by the country being
involved in war.

During the construction of the TUC
headquarters at Congress House, the TUC re-
located their archives to Maritime House
and carried on with their own education
programmes. Thus they supported the
educational development of trade union
representatives on a national level from all
areas of industry, and displayed the success
of working in partnership with other
comrades both nationally and
internationally.

The very existence of education for the
masses only came about because of the
formation of the trade unions over 200
years ago and RMT Learning is proud to be
able to open the learning centre at Maritime
House to carry on a proud tradition that has
been achieved throughout our history. 

By offering support to members, we help
to empower them through the medium of
education, to strengthen them, to organise
them, and to secure the future at work of
this generation and those to come. 

John Dougherty
Development Worker (Midlands)

MARITIME HOUSE A brief history

CLAPHAM EDUCATION CENTRE
OPENS FOR BUSINESS
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KEEPING
HISTORY

ALIVE
Emma Baldwin, of Willesden Rail branch

reports on a young members weekend school
in Norfolk based around the longest strike in

history, the Burston School Strike, and the
annual rally that celebrates the event



There are some amazing events
in the trade union calendar that
have arisen from working class
struggles. Thousands attend
events such as the Burston
School Strike rally, the
Tolpuddle festival, Durham
Miners Gala and many more but
what are the histories behind
these gatherings?

Six young members took part
in a pilot course to learn how
66 children in the Norfolk
village of Burston stood up for
what they believed in and
launched what became the
longest running strike in British
history which ran from 1914 to
1939.

The day began with a
journey to the strike school that
was set up with the donations of
fellow trade unionists, Trades
Councils and Independent
Labour Party branches. Many of
which have dedicated stones
within the school building.
Visiting the school, which today
is a museum and an education
centre, really brought home the
passion that these children had. 

In the afternoon we had a
dedicated talk telling us about
the history of the strike and
how local teachers Tom and
Kitty Higdon set about changing
things for the working class of
Burston.

Fed up of teaching in
inadequate conditions the
Higdon's continually
complained. To try and improve
conditions, Tom stood for
election on to the Parish Council
in 1914. He was elected and he
was so successful that the right
wing candidate Reverend Eland
not only lost but came last. 

Although Tom had been
successful in changing the
Parish Council, the Reverend
Eland and farm owners still had
control of the schools
Management Body. They were
determined to use all their
powers to victimise the Higdons.  

On one occasion Kitty found
herself accused by the mangers
of lighting a fire without
permission. This act was an act
of compassion to dry the clothes
of the children that had walked
miles to school in the rain. On
another occasion Kitty was
accused of beating two

Barnardo girls. The managers
found that there was good
‘ground for the complaints of
the Barnardo foster mother’ as a
result of this complaint she
demanded the Higdon’s be
transferred. 

Tom and Kitty demanded an
inquiry by the Education
Committee to this accusation.
Although this complaint was
declared not proven, a charge of
being discourteous to managers
was accepted and they were
given three months notice. 

The Higdon’s dismissal was
to take place on April 1 1914.
When the authorities went to
take over the school, what
confronted them were 66 out of
the 72 children that attended
the school lead by Violet Potter,
marching and chanting, waving
placards and flags. 

These children were now
refusing to attend the school,
instead a school was set up on
the village green on the
condition that the children still
abided by the rules and follow
the set timetable.  The Tom,
Kitty and children had the full
support of their parents.  As a
result of this numerous parents
were called upon the court for
“failing to ensure their
children’s attendance at school”
each time collections outside the
court room paid for any fines
that were issued. 

When the school that now
stands in Burston, paid for by
popular subscriptions, was
opened for the children in May
1917, it was opened by Violet
Potter who declared “With joy
and thankfulness I declare this
school open to be forever a
School of Freedom". Burston
Strike School carried on
teaching local children until
shortly after Tom Higson's death
in 1939.

In 1949 The Strike School
was registered as an educational
charity and today it is a
museum, visitor centre,
educational archive and village
amenity.

On the Sunday of the
weekend school we joined
hundreds of fellow trade
unionists to recreate the same
march that the children went on
all those years ago. It was

amazing to see people coming
together for the same reason.
Following the RMT brass band
certainly makes an impact and
keeps you going around the
march.

I can highly recommend the
annual Burston rally, which

takes place the first Sunday in
September every year, and that
you look out for future RMT
organising and educational
courses attached to these events.
It’s great to learn about the
history that shapes our trade
union movement. 
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Aripping good yarn with
working-class heroes and a

shocking climax
LONDON BOOKS has done a

great service in republishing
John Sommerfield’s 1936 novel
May Day in its latest tranche of
titles, with a little help from
RMT.

Full of suspense, May Day
charts 48 hours in the lives of
half a dozen people from
different sides of the class
divide, in the run up to a 1930s
May Day demonstration whose

significance is sharpened by a
looming busworkers’ strike.

There is the seafarer
returning to his home city from
a long stint at sea and in search
of his brother, a carpenter and
new father who is torn between
fighting for better pay and
conditions and keeping his head
down for the sake of his family.

There is his wealthy factory
boss, who knows he is about to
be shafted in a shady monopoly
takeover of his business, and his
gadabout son.

And there is the communist
factory-hand, a young woman
who conquers her own inner
demons to lead a factory revolt
against exhausting and
dangerous speed-up.

As the 48 hours unfold, the
lives and fortunes of the
protagonists converge, with
hints of collusion between arms
manufacturers and government,
building to a climax that shocks
and angers, even three-quarters
of a century after it was first
published.

Well ahead of its time, May
Day is written almost as a film
script, the narrative switching
from character to character,
interwoven with stark and
evocative descriptions of 1930s
London.

Like the recently republished
cold-war thrillers of Eric

In this enthralling book written
for older children and young

adults, Alan James
Brown tells the story of the

Tolpuddle Martyrs, heroes of the
trade union movement who are
still remembered today.

It is 1834, and 21-year-old
James Brine is bound for
Australia on a convict ship. His
crime is joining with other men

to ask for fair pay. His
punishment is transportation -
seven long years far from
everything he knows and loves.
Can James survive the hardships
of convict life?

Brown has brought James
Brine back to life using a
mixture of fact and fiction,
based on meticulous research
and a real understanding of the

plight of rural labourers in the
nineteenth century.

Young people will find The
Tolpuddle Boy a fascinating
introduction to labour
movement history, and will be
inspired by the story of ordinary
people doing extraordinary
things to make a positive impact
on their own lives and the
whole of society.

MAY DAY
By John Summerfield

THE TOLPUDDLE BOY
By Alan James Brown
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Titles required
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In addition London Books is offering RMT members the same special offer on the
five other titles in its Classics series – The Gilt Kid and They Drive By Night by
James Curtis, Night And The City by Gerald Kersh, A Start In Life by Alan Sillitoe,
and Wide Boys Never Work by Robert Westerby.
To take advantage of the RMT Special Offer please go to 
www.london-books.co.uk/RMToffer.asp
For postal sales please write to PO Box 52849, London Books, London SW11 1SE
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RMT made headlines at the TUC
Conference in Manchester recently.  

When Bank of England governor
Mervyn King tried to explain his part in
the most expensive banking crisis in
history and why we should now pay
the price with cuts to jobs, pensions
and public services, RMT’s delegation
gave Merv’ a body swerve and walked
out.  

Merv’ said he owed us an explanation
and agreed that workers shouldn’t pay
for bankers’ greed. And then - like in
the movies - with one bound he was
free.  

Transport workers know the cost of
recession.  In 2008 train operators cut
revenue, clerical and station jobs,
while German freight operator, DB
Schenker used the recession to strip
jobs and capacity out of UK railfreight
with the closure of Trafford Park in
Manchester, Falkand Yard in Ayr and
dozens of other locations.  

This month DBS announced 400
further ‘voluntary’ redundancies as its
acquisition drive to maintain dominant
market share continues.  The
relentless growth of this Euro-
monopoly is directly damaging
employment and investment in UK rail
freight.  

When Woolworths collapsed,
thousands of road freight workers paid
for bankers’ greed with their jobs.
During 2009, the axe fell on rail
engineering workers at Babcock Rail,
AmeyColas, Balfour Beatty and most
disgracefully at the corporate
criminals, Jarvis Rail.  

RMT has successfully fought against
compulsory redundancies at Network
Rail and RMT members employed by
London Underground have taken strike
action, alongside colleagues from
TSSA, in protest at LUL’s threats to
scrap frontline jobs.

However, these cuts are nothing
compared to the destruction planned
by Tory-boy Chancellor, George
Osborne in his Spending Review on 20
October.  

Public transport policy in Britain is an
expensive mess after 25 years of
subservience to neo-liberal dogma. A
cabal of private bus and rail operators
- the biggest extortion racket since Sir
Guy of Gisbourne collected taxes for
the Sheriff of Nottingham – give us the
most expensive rail fares in the world
and hold rural bus networks for
ransom.  

Thatcher privatised our bus industry.
John Major privatised our railways.
Brown and Blair foisted privatisation
on the Tube and now the Scottish

National Party government in
Edinburgh has ordered a review of
lifeline ferry services to ‘unbundle’
Caledonian MacBrayne, allowing
privateers to ‘cherry pick’ profitable
routes.  

The 40 per cent transport budget cut
ordered by George Osbourne is to be
delivered by cut-throat private
operators, protected by the EU’s
Lisbon Treaty, which makes
privatisation compulsory and public
ownership ‘unconstitutional’.  

Renationalisation of public transport
isn’t just an economic matter.  It is a
matter of social justice.  The Potters
Bar rail crash on 10 May 2002, which
cost seven passengers their lives,
incredibly only reached a Coroner’s
Inquiry in 2010.  That eight-year denial
of justice is an offence against
bereaved families, rail workers and the
wider public who need truthful
answers to urgent questions.  

Coroner Judge Michael Findlay
recommended action to address “the
continued risk of other railway
deaths”.  However, while bereaved
relatives continue to grieve, the rail
privatisation circus moves on.  

From January 2010, the EU-imposed
competition in cross-border passenger
rail services.  Already, Deutsche Bahn
has lobbied for relaxation of Channel
Tunnel safety rules to allow
competition on the London-Paris-
Brussels route.  

In 2011 the European Commission will
strengthen rules, which split rail
infrastructure from operations and
paved the way for British Rail
privatisation in 1993.  

Now the Commission aims to go
further, forcing EU states to fragment
rail services and provide ‘open access’
for refueling, shunting, train
maintenance and cleaning services.  

Sub-contractors, who are parasites on
public services and only exist to drive
down wages and conditions will
cracking open the champagne at the
Commission’s generosity.

RMT will continue to speak loudly and
clearly against this corruption and for
public transport policies that are
inclusive, accessible, democratic and
accountable and the right of every
citizen in this country.  

Make sure that your branch and
regional and trades councils are
involved building Public Sector
Alliances with other trade unions and
community organisations to resist the
cuts in the months ahead.  

Alex Gordon

President’s column 

CAPITALISM
ISN’T WORKING

Ambler, May Day has stood the
test of time and, like Ambler,
Sommerfield takes an
unashamedly partisan stance.

In John King’s new
introduction, Sommerfield is
quoted as saying that the book
was originally intended as
socialist realism, but with
hindsight believed it was more
‘communist romanticism’.

Either way, it is a ripping
good yarn which reflects the
yawning class divide of 1930s
London and has echoes for
today.

Derek Kotz

May Day is one of a series of six classic
hardback novels, available to RMT
members for £5.99 each, plus £1.85 p&p
per title.

The determination of the
Tolpuddle martyrs and the
ensuing victory and their return
to England inspired millions to
campaign for trade union rights
and even the right to vote. We
have a lot to thank them for
and there are remembered each
year in the Dorset village of
Tolpuddle each year with one
the country’s best festivals.
After reading this young people
will definitely want to be a part
of it.

Five Leaves Publications has
reprinted The Tolpuddle Boy to
make the story of James Brine
and the martyrs more widely
available to a new generation. 

It is offering trades union
members a discount on the
book, which normally sells for
£5.99. To take advantage of this,
send a cheque for £4.99 payable
to Five Leaves Publications)
along with your name and
address, quoting the discount
code TOLPUDDLEUNION, to Five
Leaves, PO Box 8786,
Nottingham NG1 9AW. Postage
and packing is free.
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We have audited the accounts of the
National Union of Rail, Maritime
and Transport Workers for the year
ended 31 December 2009, set out on
pages 15 to 37, which have been
prepared the accounting policies set
out on page 22.
This report is made solely to the
Union’s members, as a body.  Our
audit work has been undertaken so
that we might state to the Union’s
members those matters we are
required to state to them in an
auditor’s report and for no other
purpose.  To the fullest extent
permitted by law, we do not accept
or assume responsibility to anyone
other than the Union and the
Union’s members as a body, for our
audit work, for this report, or for the
opinions we have formed.

RESPECTIVE RESPONSIBILITIES OF
THE COUNCIL OF EXECUTIVES AND
AUDITORS

As described on page 13, the
Union’s Council of Executives is
responsible for the preparation of
the accounts in accordance with
applicable law and United Kingdom
Accounting Standards (United
Kingdom Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice).  
Our responsibility is to audit the
accounts in accordance with
relevant legal and regulatory
requirements and International
Standards on Auditing (UK and
Ireland). We report to you our
opinion as to whether the accounts
give a true and fair view.  We also
report to you if, in our opinion, the
Union has not kept proper
accounting records, or if we have
not received all the information and
explanations we require for our
audit.
We read other information contained
in the Annual Report and consider
whether it is consistent with the
audited accounts.  This other
information comprises only the

Report of the General Secretary.  We
consider the implications for our
report if we become aware of any
apparent misstatements or material
inconsistencies with the accounts.
Our responsibilities do not extend to
any other information.

BASIS OF AUDIT OPINION

We conducted our audit in
accordance with International
Standards on Auditing (UK and
Ireland) issued by the Auditing
Practices Board.  An audit includes
examination, on a test basis, of
evidence relevant to the amounts
and disclosures in the accounts.  It
also includes an assessment of the
significant estimates and judgements
made in the preparation of the
accounts, and of whether the
accounting policies are appropriate
to the Union’s circumstances,
consistently applied and adequately
disclosed.
We planned and performed our audit
so as to obtain all the information
and explanations which we
considered necessary in order to
provide us with sufficient evidence
to give reasonable assurance that the
accounts are free from material
misstatement, whether caused by
fraud or other irregularity or error.
In forming our opinion, we also
evaluated the overall adequacy of
the presentation of the information
in the accounts.

OPINION 

In our opinion the accounts give a
true and fair view, in accordance
with United Kingdom Generally
Accepted Accounting Practice, of the
state of affairs of the Union as at 31
December 2009 and of its
transactions for the year then ended.

H W FISHER & COMPANY
Chartered Accountants, Registered
Auditor , Acre House, 11 – 15 William
Road, London NW1 3ER, United Kingdom
Dated: 16 April 2010

REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITORS
Set out below is the report of the independent auditors to the members as
contained in the accounts of the Union for the year ended 31 December 2009:

SUMMARY FINANCIAL INFORMATION
EXTRACTED FROM THE FULL ACCOUNTS

Summary income and expenditure accounts for the
year ended 31 December 2008:

General Fund and Orphan Fund
2009 2008
£'000 £'000

Subscription income 12,836 11,917
Operating expenditure (14,250) (13,771)
Operating deficit before investment operations (1,414) (1,854)
Income from investment operations and donations 3,351 (603)
Operating surplus after investment operations 1,937 (2,457)
Other non-operating income/(expenditure) (288) (1,623
Surplus for the year 1,649 (2,245)

Political Fund
2008 2007
£'000 £'000

Subscription income 223 212 
Investment income 4 4 
Other income - -
Total income 227 216 
Total expenditure (238) (234)
Surplus/(Deficit) for the year (11) (18) 

SUMMARY OF SALARIES AND BENEFITS PROVIDED

Name Position Details Amount
R Crow General Secretary Salary £94,923

Pension Contribution £29,086
Expenses reimbursed £12,365

J Leach President Attendance, Lodging 
allowance and expenses £42,259

The members of the Council of Executives do not receive any benefits but do
receive attendance and lodging allowances, which are set out below.  The General
Secretary, the President and the members of the Council of Executives are
reimbursed for any expenditure incurred by them in the performance of their
duties on behalf of the Union.

Summary of Attendance and Lodging Allowances paid to the Council of

Executives

General Grades

Name Amount Name Amount
G Ashcroft £ 40,485 M Lynch £ 40,585
P Collins* £ 47,168 G McCann* £ 56,401
A Gordon £ 42,468 O New £ 42,402
D Gott* £ 53,688 B Potts* £ 57,411
G Hassell* £ 41,864 N Quirk* £ 42,463
C Johnston* £ 55,185 A Tyrrell* £ 52,613

Shipping Grades

Name Amount Name Amount
M Carden* £ 10,405 A Gordon* £ 13,740
M Craig* £ 6,518 A Lloyd* £ 11,488
M Dunning £ 11,939

* In addition, the Union provides accommodation while on Union business

We are required by the Trade Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 (amended) to include the following declaration in this statement to all
members.  The wording is as prescribed by the Act.  
"A member who is concerned that some irregularity may be occurring, or have occurred, in the conduct of the financial affairs of the union may take steps
with a view to investigating further, obtaining clarification and, if necessary, securing regularisation of that conduct.
The member may raise any such concerns with such one or more of the following as it seems appropriate to raise it with: the officials of the union, the
trustees of the property of the union, the auditor or auditors of the union, the Certification Officer (who is an independent officer appointed by the
Secretary of State) and the police.
Where a member believes that the financial affairs of the union have been or are being conducted in breach of the law or in breach of rules of the union
and contemplates bringing civil proceedings against the union or responsible officials or trustees, he should consider obtaining independent legal advice.”



On August 25, 1925 a group
of Pullman porters formed

the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car
Porters, the first US African
American trade union.

One of those porters, 99-
year-old Linus Scott, described
the job as "miles of smiles, years
of struggle". This 85th
anniversary celebrates the life
and work of this remarkable
group of men.

The founding of the
Brotherhood laid the foundation
for the modern civil rights
movement, by proving that
blacks could organise and
achieve tangible results.

The Pullman porters worked
on the Pullman train sleeper
cars. They greeted passengers,
carried luggage, made the beds,
tidied the cars, served food and
drink, shined shoes and were
available night and day to wait
on the passengers. Since they
often worked 20-hour long days

and were paid only $67.50 a
month, they depended on tips to
make enough money to support
their families.

Linus J. Scott, 99, is a retired
Pullman porter whose personal
story illustrates the importance
of the Brotherhood: "We went
through miles of smiles and
years of struggle. 

“The porters were polite to
the passengers, so that would be
the miles of smiles, because all
the times it wasn't easy but they
had to smile anyway, because of
the way some of the passengers
would treat them. 

“Some people were unkind
and thought they could do
anything and everything. The
years of struggle, we had to
raise a family, because we have
four children," he said.

Miles of Smiles, Years of
Struggle is the title of a one
hour documentary film
honouring the porters and being

released for home video.
Despite the poor pay and

working conditions, the porters
themselves were often
considered to be the best and
brightest of their communities,
many from small towns in the
south. This image is beautifully
represented in the pride shown
by Paul Robeson, playing a
Pullman porter in the film
Emperor Jones, as he departs his
hometown for a life on the rails.

The union struggled for
twelve years, even threatening a
strike, before forcing the
Pullman Company to agree to a
labour contract in 1937.

Pullman porter E D Nixon
was the instigator of the
Montgomery bus boycott, the
protest that brought Martin
Luther King into the civil rights
movement. 

In the late 1960s, the
Brotherhood was absorbed into
a larger union. 

*Miles of Smiles, Years of
Struggle is available from Paul
Wagner Films. For more
information, visit
www.paulwagnerfilms.com and
www.blackradionetwork.com.
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Pulling Together gives
members an engaging and
colourfully illustrated window
on the history of the union up
to the present day.

It tells the story of how the
union developed under very
difficult circumstances against
very powerful opponents and
maintained itself as a
democratic, fighting
organisation that today

represents members in all
sectors and grades of the
transport industry.

Pulling Together is
available free to members
from Unity House, 39 Chalton
Street, London NW1 1JD with
a stamped, addressed
envelope or by e-mailing
bdenny@rmt.org.uk 

PULLING TOGETHER
A Popular History of RMT
New free union publication gives an insight into the
struggles, defeats and victories 
of members over 150 years

MILES OF SMILES,
YEARS OF STRUGGLE

MEDIA LIES 
OVER PAY 
Members may have read
various articles in the
newspapers and on the
Channel 4 Despatches
programme claiming the RMT
officers received a 12 per cent
increase in 2010. This is not
the case and, in fact, officers
and staff received no increase
in the last year.

The claims came about due to
the fact that, like many
transport workers, staff and
officers are paid four weekly.
The last payment for last year
fell on January 1 and was paid
in a day earlier. Journalists in
the right wing media
extrapolated this into a pay
increase. 

More information will be
revealed in next month’s issue
of RMT News. 
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PORTSMOUTH BRANCH

NOMINATES AND SUPPORTS

SEAN HOYLE
COUNCIL OF EXECUTIVES

MEMBER

WESSEX REGION 12

AND ASKS FOR SUPPORTING
NOMINATIONS

STRATFORD NO.1 BRANCH 

NOMINATES 

JANINE BOOTH
FOR COUNCIL OF EXECUTIVES 

AND SEEKS NOMINATIONS FOR
JANINE, WHO STANDS UP FOR A

DEMOCRATIC, RELEVANT, EFFECTIVE,
PROGRESSIVE UNION THAT CAN TAKE

ON THE EMPLOYERS' ONSLAUGHT
AND WIN

LYMINGTON NO1

ARE PROUD TO NOMINATE

SEAN HOYLE
FOR COUNCIL OF EXECUTIVES

WESSEX REGION

AN EXPERIENCED CANDIDATE
WITH A PROVEN MULTIGRADE

TRACK RECORD

CENTRAL LINE WEST 

SUPPORTING 

JANINE BOOTH 
COUNCIL OF EXECUTIVES

ELECTIONS

LU ENGINEERING BRANCH 

NOMINATES 

LEWIS PEACOCK
FOR COUNCIL OF EXECUTIVES

ELECTIONS

A PROVEN WINNER AND
EXPERIENCED CANDIDATE

LU FLEET BRANCH  

NOMINATES 

LEWIS PEACOCK
FOR COUNCIL OF EXECUTIVES 

AND SEEKS NOMINATIONS 

CAMDEN 3 BRANCH  

NOMINATES 

LEWIS PEACOCK
FOR COUNCIL OF EXECUTIVES 

A CANDIDATE WITH A PROVEN
TRACK RECORD

NEASDEN 1070 BRANCH 

SUPPORT AND NOMINATE 

JANINE BOOTH 
FOR THE POSITION ON THE
COUNCIL OF EXECUTIVES

BAKERLOO BRANCH 

NOMINATES

JANINE BOOTH
ELECTIONS FOR COUNCIL OF

EXECUTIVES LT REGION

NO MATTER WHAT GRADE OR
COMPANY YOU WORK FOR, OUR

REGION NEEDS A HARD WORKING,
COMMITTED TRADE UNIONIST –

VOTE FOR JANINE!

JUBILEE BRANCH 

NOMINATES 

LEWIS PEACOCK
FOR COUNCIL OF EXECUTIVES 

HAMMERSMITH AND CITY
BRANCH 

NOMINATES 

LEWIS PEACOCK
FOR COUNCIL OF EXECUTIVES 

EASTLEIGH WORKSHOPS
BRANCH 

SUPPORTS 

SEAN HOYLE 
FOR THE COUNCIL OF

EXECUTIVES

BOURNEMOUTH NO 3 BRANCH

ARE PLEASED TO NOMINATE 

KEITH MURPHY
IN THE POSITION AS THE

MEMBER FOR THE COUNCIL OF
EXECUTIVE POSITION IN THE

WESSEX REGION.

AND ASK MEMBERS TO SUPPORT
KEITH TO THE WESSEX E.C.

POSITION. 

WEYMOUTH BUS BRANCH

NOMINATES

KEITH MURPHY
FOR THE POSITION ON THE

COUNCIL OF EXECUTIVES FOR
THE WESSEX REGION

AND ASK YOU TO SUPPORT HIM.
WE RECOGNISE HE WORKS

TIRELESSLY FOR ALL MEMBERS IN
ALL GRADES.

SALISBURY NO 3 BRANCH

NOMINATES

KEITH MURPHY
FOR WESSEX COUNCIL OF

EXECUTIVES POSITION

WE ARE SEEKING YOUR SUPPORT
FOR THIS HARD WORKING AND
HONOURABLE CANDIDATE, AND
ARE SEEKING YOUR SUPPORT.

BASINGSTOKE NO 1 BRANCH

NOMINATES AND SUPPORTS

KEITH MURPHY
FOR THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

POSITION WESSEX REGION 12

WE GIVE OUR FULL SUPPORT TO
THIS VERY ACTIVE LONG SERVING
AND EXPERIENCED CANDIDATE.

POOLE & DISTRICT BRANCH

NOMINATES AND SUPPORTS

KEITH MURPHY
AS THE COUNCIL OF EXECUTIVES

MEMBER FOR THE WESSEX
REGION

AND SEEKS SUPPORT FOR THIS
VERY CAPABLE AND ACTIVE

MEMBER.

NEWPORT IOW NO 2 BRANCH

NOMINATES

KEITH MURPHY
FOR EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
(GENERAL GRADES) POSITION

WESSEX REGION 12.

WE HAVE SEEN FIRSTHAND ALL
THE HARD WORK DEDICATION

AND TIME HE HAS PUT IN TO THE
UNION AND THE WESSEX REGION.

EIRE SHIPPING BRANCH 

SUPPORTS 

PETER HALL 
FOR RE-ELECTION AS ASSISTANT

NATIONAL SECRETARY 

DEDICATED,EXTREMELY
COMPETENT,COMMITTED 

AND THE BEST CANDIDATE FOR
THE JOB

SOUTHAMPTON SHIPPING
BRANCHES

NOMINATES 

MARK CARDEN. 
ASSISTANT NATIONAL

SECRETARY

USE YOUR VOTE.
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NORTH EAST SHIPPING

PETER HALL 

FOR THE ASSISTANT NATIONAL
SECRETARY’S POSITION.

OFFSHORE ENERGY BRANCH 

NOMINATES AND SUPPORTS

MARK CARDEN 
FOR ASSISTANT NATIONAL

SECRETARY SHIPPING/OFFSHORE,
A CANDIDATE FOR CHANGE

MANCHESTER 
SHIPPING 

SUPPORT 

PETER HALL 
FOR THE POSITION OF 
ASSISTANT NATIONAL 

SECTARY 

GLASGOW SHIPPING 
BRANCH 

SUPPORT 

PETER HALL 
FOR THE POSITION OF ASSISTANT

NATIONAL SECTARY 

HUMBER SHIPPING BRANCH  

SUPPORTS THE RE-ELECTION OF 

PETER HALL 
FOR ASSISTANT NATIONAL

SECRETARY AND SEEKS SUPPORT
FROM SHIPPING AND OFFSHORE

MEMBERS AND BRANCHES   

Penzance branch meeting met recently and
national president Alex Gordon presented long

service awards with 115 years of service on the
railways and in the union.

They are back row left to right. Mike Curnow
(shunter at Longrock 10 year’s service) Brian
Pascoe (Train Manager at Penzance 10 years) Alex
Gordon (RMT national president) John Cocking

(conductor at Penzance 40 years!!) Mel McClarey
(Network Rail 25years) Paul Broad (conductor at
Penzance) then at the front Russell Davis (Buffet
car attendant at Penzance) and Dean Goddard
(Train Manager Penzance) it was a great evening
with a high turnout.

Penzance No1 chair and photographer James
Bannister.

Portsmouth No. 1 branch
members, families and

friends recently celebrated long
membership awards for several
RMT members with a barbeque,
speeches and live music.  

Ian Hailes received his gold
medallion and badge marking
40 years of RMT membership
was given a special warm tribute
by fellow members.  

Ian started with BR in 1970
at Newport, Isle of Wight and
has been Terminal Controller for
Wightlink at Ryde Pier for 15
years.  Ian’s wife Maggie, along
with their sons Lee and Kieron –
both RMT members working for
Wightlink - daughter Nicola and
grandson Ian, heard RMT
President Alex Gordon describe
Ian as a great example to young
RMT members.  

Ian was a professional
footballer playing four seasons
for AFC Bournemouth. He went
on to represent BR Southern
Region for 14 years as captain,

playing central midfield and
captaining British Rail’s national
football squad, which he
represented for 10 years.  

Under Ian’s leadership the BR
national side qualified for two
international tournaments in
Regensberg, Germany and
Kosice in Czechkoslovakia. Ian
recalled playing against such
great teams as Lokomotiv
Moscow in the days when the
BR national side took on full-
time professional teams all over
Europe.  

“We usually finished around
fifth out of six in international
tournaments,” recalled Ian, “but
the nationalised railway valued
sporting activity of all sorts by
encouraging staff to participate
and even giving them paid time
off work, not only to take part
in top flight football, but cricket,
fishing and even bowls.

“Sadly, privatisation
jettisoned such healthy and
generous attitudes to

competitive sports, preferring
workers to engage in charity
events in their own time,” he
said.

Ian has continued to play
football for Newport in the
Hampshire League for 15 years
by managing to change shifts
with work colleagues and
represented Hampshire on at
least 20 occasions. He is also a
founder member of Brading
Cricket Club and has been a
regular player and active
member since its formation in
1977.

PORTSMOUTH NO 1
BRANCH CELEBRATES
IAN’S 40 NOT OUT

PENZANCE SALUTES 
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YET MORE ATTACKS ON PENSIONS

CHRIS KEFFORD

Long-standing Euston No 1
activist and Catering Grades’
Conference secretary Chris
Kefford, has died, aged just 54,
after a battle with motor
neurone disease.

Chris will be remembered for
his tireless efforts, alongside his
partner Candy, in ensuring the
smooth running of the Catering
Grades’ Conference over many
years, serving as president
before taking over as secretary.

The Catering conference,
always tightly organised, won a
reputation for its social success
– some would say excess – and
its remarkable fund-raising for
the RMT Orphans’ fund and
many other charities and causes.

A lifelong Liverpool fan, his
funeral was brightened by club
scarves worn by mourners at his
request.

“His witty and colourful
character was matched by his
colourful suits – and
occasionally painted toenails,”
recalls EC member and fellow

catering grades activist Owen
Herbert

“Conference delegates will
cherish memories of seeing Chris
at the top table taking minutes
as Isabella sat on his lap,” said
Owen.

“Chris and Candy were a
great team who were
synonymous with the Catering
Grades’ conference – it is fitting
that they met there, and all our
thoughts are with Candy and
Isabella,” said general secretary
Bob Crow.

DAVE TOMPKINS

Dave ‘Tommo’ Tompkins, who
has died, aged 66, signed up to
NUR’s Salisbury No 3 bus
branch in 1969, at the start of a
40-year career as a bus driver
with Wilts and Dorset, and soon
became both branch chair and a
delegate to the Salisbury District
Trade Union Council.

Two years later, when the
secretary of the Trades Union
Council died suddenly, Tommo
took on the post – on the
understanding that it would be
temporary.

Forty years later Tommo
finally relinquished the job –
with his daughter, Alison

Goodman, also an active RMT
member, stepping into his shoes.

Earlier this year Tommo, in
failing health, was guest-of-
honour at the SDTUC’s annual
dinner, where RMT National
Secretary Steve Todd paid
tribute to him as the sort of
grass-roots stalwart that is “the
backbone of our trade-union
movement”.

A true Tolpuddle man,
Tommo was an ever-present at
the annual Martyrs’ festival –
apart from 1971, when his
second son was born, and until
last year, when Portsmouth
Hospital could not be convinced
to let him out on a day pass.

Tommo was too ill to attend
this year’s rally and died a few
days later, but his daughter
Alison made sure that the Trades
Union Council banner was there
as usual.

DES CULLEN

Dessie Cullen passed away on
February 9, 2010 aged 66. Des
joined London Transport in
1972 and worked as a ganger on
the garden section at Hendon,
Golders Green and Finchley
Central until he took early
retirement in 1996. Fondly
remembered by his family.

SURREY HANTS BRANCH 

SUPPORTING NOMINATION FOR

BRO SEAN HOYLE 
FOR WESSEX COE MEMBER

A VERY ABLE CANDIDATE

OBAN SHIPPING BRANCH 

SUPPORT 

PETER HALL 
FOR ASSISTANT NATIONAL

SECRETARY

WATERLOO BRANCH 

NOMINATES AND SUPPORT

SEAN HOYLE 
FOR COUNCIL OF EXECUTIVES

WESSEX REGION 12 

MORDEN & OVAL BRANCH

NOMINATES

JANINE BOOTH 
FOR COUNCIL OF EXECUTIVES

LONDON TAXI BRANCH 

NOMINATES 

JANINE BOOTH 
FOR COUNCIL OF EXECUTIVES

Dear editor, 
Workers from every sector are under attack. One
of the most disgraceful erosions by stealth is the
recent change to how price inflation on all
occupational pensions is measured.
It has been widely accepted that the Retail Price
Index (RPI) is the relevant index, with the closest
correlation to Pensions in payment. So, why is
there a move to using the Consumer Price Index
(CPI)? 
It's because the bosses preferred measure is the
historically lower Consumer Price Index and
using this will wipe millions off the debt owed to
our pensions by them.
The only reason these vast sums will no longer be

needed is because you and I will not receive as
much under CPI as we would have been
expecting under RPI. 
At present a lot of occupational pensions have
RPI imbedded in their rules, that on the face of it
would prevent the change happening, but now
the Government are intending to change the legal
framework; allowing them to impose it anyway! 
Past increases are not affected, but future
increases to past service benefits can be, as will
all increases to future growth.
Pensions are deferred wages…be prepared to
fight! 

Sean Hoyle, Portsmouth branch chair

OBITUARIES
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PEOPLE’S PUBS - Words by Mike Pentelow, Pictures by Peter Arkell

Prince Arthur pub
80-82 Eversholt Street 
Euston 
London 
NW1 1BX

December 4, 19.30 hours

All members welcome 

London Widows and
Orphans prize draw
tickets available from 
Stewart Cameron at 
020 7529 8853 or
s.cameron@rmt.org.uk

TROUBLE HOUSE INN
Cirencester Road, Tetbury, Gloucestershire

LONDON
WIDOWS
AND
ORPHANS
CHRISTMAS
PARTY 

Farm labourer Elizabeth Parker
(1808-1876) was the only
woman to be transported for life
during the Captain Swing riots
of 1830-1831. Along with fellow
rioters, who had smashed up
labour saving threshing
machines, she was arrested in
this pub which was then named
the Wagon and Horses.
Ironically it was a wagon and
horses going by the pub,
carrying one of the threshing
machines, which had sparked
the riot on November 26, 1830.
Each machine was costing ten
jobs in agriculture, where there
was already high unemployment
and low wages. So they were
naturally enraged at the sight of
the wagon carrying one of the
machines, and immediately
unhitched the horses, set fire to
the wagon, and destroyed the
machine. They then went on the
rampage smashing up other
machines on nearby farms.
Elizabeth used a sledgehammer
to destroy one that had cost the
farmer £50 in nearby

Belverstone. She and 22 of her
workmates then burned barns
and extorted beer and money
from farmers. By the early
evening they returned to the
pub and ordered beer, bread and
cheese. Soldiers had been
summoned to put down the
uprising and two detachments
of Dragoons from Dursley and
Wotton-under-Edge surrounded
the inn.  Eventually 29 workers
were rounded up and marched
to Horsley Bridewell prison four
miles away. They were tried on
January 5, 1831. The
prosecution recognised that
there was high unemployment
and great distress in the
countryside which had prompted
the crime but still declared it
was outrageous. The jury found
them all guilty, but
recommended mercy as there
had been no threat to life, only
to property. The judge ignored
the jury's recommendation and
sentenced those in the dock to
either seven or 14 years'
transportation to Australia.

Elizabeth Parker got not
leniency for being a woman and
was sentenced to seven years.
This was suspended when she
became paralysed and unable to
work. Then in March 1832 she
was convicted for stealing
money and was transported for
life, arriving in Tasmania in
January 1833. Defiant of
authority she was often
sentenced to hard labour for
offences such as refusing to
work, being absent without
leave, and assaulting a
constable. Pardons for other
Captain Swing rioters were
granted from 1836 onwards,
but, because of her continued
resistance of authority, she had
to wait until August 1846 before
she was given a conditional
pardon (which meant she had to
stay in Australia). Although the
rioters were severely punished,
their actions had some effect in
delaying the introduction of the
threshing machines and so
saved jobs and improved
workers' pay. *“A Pub Crawl
Through History, The Ultimate
Boozers’ Who’s Who,” by Mike
Pentelow and Peter Arkell, has
now been published by Janus.
ISBN 978-1-85756-701-4.
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No. 63
solution...

The winner of prize
crossword no. 63 is
Mark Hignell of Stockport.

Send entries to Prize Crossword,
RMT, Unity House, 39 Chalton
Street, London NWI IJD by 
November 15 with your name and
address. 

Winner and solution in next issue.

RMT £25 PRIZE
CROSSWORD
No. 64. Set by Elk

DOWN
2 Cut (4)
3 Recorded tome (9)
4 Camden MP and RMT parliamentary group

member (6)
5 Intersection (or place for RMT members to

chat?) (8)
6 Not smooth (5)
7 Grew - like a fungus! (10)
8 Chair of RMT parliamentary group (4,9)
12 Device for watching broadcast pictures (10)
15 Hazardous (9)
16 Ordinary soldiers: genitals, commonly (8)
19 Try, or what is tried (6)
21 Player on stage (5)
22 National Union of Journalists’ leader (4)

RYDE BRANCH 

NOMINATES 

SEAN HOYLE 
FOR COUNCIL OF

EXECUTIVES WESSEX
REGION 

ANDOVER & SALISBURY
RAIL BRANCH 

NOMINATES 

SEAN HOYLE 
FOR COUNCIL OF

EXECUTIVES

PICCADILLY AND DISTRICT
WEST BRANCH SEC

SUPPORT 

JANINE BOOTH 
FOR THE POSITION OF
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL 

TRANSPORT FOR LONDON
NO.1 

NOMINATES

JANINE BOOTH 
FOR THE NEXT EC 

JANINE HAS BOTH
SUPPORTED AND HELPED

OUR BRANCH AND ITS
MEMBERS

Around the time of the
second 24-hour strike by

Tube workers on London
Underground the phones lines
at RMT headquarters were cut
off on Friday October 1.

For three days members
could not access the Members
Helpline and staff and officers
had to use mobiles phones etc. 

Telephone company BT
claimed that it could not get
access to RMT headquarters on

Saturday despite the fact that
staff and officers were present
at the time.

BT also claimed that there
was a fault on the line that
could not be identified. The
company then contacted RMT
Monday morning and claimed
the fault was fixed but this
was not the case. 

RMT has received crank
callers threatening to
disconnect RMT phones lines

during strike action but the
phone company gave
assurances that this could not
happen.

Yet on Monday October 4
phones lines went down for
two days in RMT’s Aberdeen
office, home to the offshore
energy branch, and the
company claimed that
someone claiming to be Bob
Crow ordered for them to be
cut. Curious indeed. 

COMMUNICATIONS BREAKDOWN

ACROSS
1 Keep an even keel: what’s left in the bank (7)
5 _____ Irons, famous for French Lieutenant’s

Woman and The Lion King (6)
9 One of the leanest cuts of beef, pork or lamb (10)
10 Major or Minor, it’s a bear in the sky (4)
11 Invasion of the ___ ___ - cult 1956 film remade

three times  (4,9)
13 Beneath; under (5)
14 Box-shaped instrument with keys and bellows (9)
17 Watertight (9)
18 Go in (5)
20 Underprivileged (13)
23 Present (4)
24 Instruments for making calls (10)
25 Traps; drums (6)
26 Every worker should have some of this time (7)
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• You need to be an RMT Credit Union member to open an RMT Summer Club
Account.

• You have to save at least £5 per month into a regular RMT CU account in
addition to your RMT Summer Club Account.

• You pay a monthly or 4-weekly Direct Debit consisting of your nominated
Summer Club payment (min. £10) plus at least £5 per month to your main RMT
CU account.  Summer Club payments will run from June to July each year.

• Summer Club accounts have to be opened by the end of August. Late
applications commence the following July.

• As an RMT CU member you build up regular savings with a yearly dividend and
you can apply for low interest rate loans.

• Your Summer Club money is separate from your regular savings account. That
means you will have a guaranteed sum available for Summer maturing every
15th July, plus a savings account growing with time.

• The Summer Club secures your money so it’s there for the Summer period.  This
means that your money is locked-in and you can make no withdrawals until
15th July when all of your money, plus dividend will be paid out.

• If you make all of your payments we anticipate a dividend bonus as accrued
through the year 

• All of your money will be paid to your bank account on the first working day
after 15th July.

• If you cancel your payments the dividend is not applied and you cannot
withdraw your money until after 15th July. If you think you will need access to
your money before 15th July, this account is not suitable for you.

• The Summer Club will continue year-on-year, so payments after 15th July start
the next year’s account.  Of course if you wish to cancel your payments you are
free to do so at any time.

RMT SUMMER SAVINGS CLUB
SAVE FOR SUMMER THE EASY AND SAFE WAY WITH THE RMT CREDIT UNION

Saving for summer holidays can be a real headache.  Take some of the
stress away by saving over the course of the year with the RMT Summer
Savings Club. We’ll add a little extra to your savings and pay out the
money ready for your summer shopping spree or holiday. This account is
designed for people who want a secure savings account that helps them
to save for their summer holidays time when children are off school.

It’s based on the traditional Summer Club principle of saving a fixed
amount each month that is not accessible until the payout date.  Many
people like the discipline of a regular savings programme where they are
not able to access the cash!

Even a small amount saved each month soon adds up.  Saving is
made easy by Direct Debit either monthly or 4-weekly to suit your pay
cycle.

For our Summer Club, the maturity date will be 15th July 2009. We
anticipate that we will add a bonus dividend at the maturity date. We will

pay the money direct to your bank account. There are no vouchers or
hampers or anything of that kind – you decide how you want to spend
your money.

The bonus will be added to your savings if you complete all of your
regular payments. This year we anticipate paying a dividend of 2%*.  

As all of your Summer Club money will be paid out each year it will
be kept separately from your regular credit union savings and cannot be
used against credit union loans. 

If you want to open a Summer Club account and are already a
credit union member simply complete the form below. If you are not
already a credit union member you will have to complete the form
below and the credit union membership application opposite.
Completed forms should be returned to our freepost address.

* NB: Past bonus rate is not an indication of future bonus rate

TERMS & CONDITIONS – IMPORTANT INFORMATION - WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT RMT SUMMER CLUB

Cut here  

 

Do you save monthly on 28th ?  Or 4 -weekly (Fri)?  You can save by calendar month or 4 -weekly 

How much do you save in your RMT Credit Union Account? £ min. £5 per 
month  

How much do you wish to save in your Summer Savings Club Account ? £ min £10 per month 
in £5 multiples 

The total each period for both accounts on my Direct Debit is               £ the total 
month/4 -weekly  

This is the total amount you wish to save by Direct Debit monthly on the 28th or 4-weekly 
 

Remember that if you have a loan with us your regular Direct Debit will also include that repayment  

DECLARATION 
I understand the Terms & Conditions of the RMT Summer Savings Club Account and that membership of the RMT Credit Union is a condition of  
holding an RMT Summer Savings Club Account.  I understand that my monthly savings into the RMT Summer Savings Club cannot be withdrawn 
until the maturity date which is on or after 15th July each year. 

Your 
Signature 

 Date    /    /      

 

RMT SUMMER SAVINGS CLUB APPLICATION  
RMT Credit Union Account Number (If known)

  

Surname   Address   

Forename(s)     

Home phone     

Mobile     

email   Postcode          

Date of birth   NI Number   

Employer   RMT Branch  



MEMBERSHIP NUMBER

Finance Department, Unity House, 39 Chalton Street, London NW1 1JD 

RMT CREDIT UNION APPLICATION FORM – please complete your application along with the attached Direct Debit.

P l e a s e  u s e  B L O C K  C A P I TA L S and black ink.                          

1 PERSONAL DETAILS.

sserddAemanruS

Forename(s)

Home phone

edoctsoPenohp eliboM

Email address

rebmuN ecnarusnI lanoitaNhtriB fo etaD

3 Your Employment.

hcnarBTMRreyolpmE

Job Description

4 Mr Mrs Ms Miss 

5 Membership Status

RMT TU Member Retired RMT TU Member RMT Family Member 

6 How much do you wish to save  £                            This is the amount you wish to save by Direct Debit monthly on the 28th        

7 Normally your payments are made once a month (28th) to RMT Credit Union Ltd.

8 Next of Kin     .....................................................................................

Address .....................................................................................

.....................................................................................

.....................................................................................

9 I undertake to abide by the rules now in force or those that are adopted.

etaDerutangis ruoY

2 Marrital Status married partner single divorced Drivers Licence No.

Instruction to your Bank or
Building Society to pay by Direct Debit

Please fill in the whole form including official use box using a ball point pen and
Send to: RMT Credit Union Ltd., 39 Chalton Street, London NW1 1JD

Name and full postal address of your Bank or Building Society

Originator’s Identification Number

Reference Number

FOR RMT CREDIT UNION LTD OFFICIAL USE ONLY
This is not part of the the instruction to your Bank or Building Society.

yteicoS gnidliuB/knaBreganaM ehT :oT

Address

Postcode

Signature(s)

Date

Name(s) of Account Holder(s)

Bank/Building Society account number

Branch Sort Code

Instructions to your Bank or Building Society.
Please pay RMT Credit Union Ltd Direct Debits for the account detailed in this instruction subject to the safeguards
assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee. I understand that this instruction may remain with RMT Credit Union Ltd, if
so, details will be passed electronically to my Bank/Building Society.

Banks and Building Societies may not accept Direct Debit Instructions from some types of account

This guarantee should be detached and retained by the Payer.

The Direct Debit Guarantee
This guarantee is offered by all Banks and Building Societies that take part in the Direct Debit Scheme.The efficiency and security of the scheme is monitored and protected by your own Bank or
Building Society.
If the amounts to be paid or the payment date changes, RMT Credit Union Ltd will notify you 10 working days in advance of your account being debited or as otherwise agreed
If an error is made by RMT Credit Union Ltd or your Bank or Building Society, you are guaranteed a full and immediate refund from your branch of the amount paid
You can cancel a Direct Debit at any time by writing to your Bank or Building Society. Please also send a copy of your letter to us.

9 7 4 2 8 1

RMT CREDIT UNION LTD.

We are checking new member identification electronically. To do
this, we now carry out searches with credit reference agencies
who supply us with relevant detail including information from the
Electoral Register. The searches will not be used by other lenders
to assess your ability to obtain credit.

I agree to my identity being checked electronically

If we cannot verify your identity and address by this method, we will ask you to provide paper
documentation instead. Full details of these can be supplied to you by calling 020 7529 8835.

or date you next get paid
if 4 weekly (Fri)weekly date here.......................



or call the helpline on freephone
0800 376 3706

Visit www.rmt.org.uk to join online

JOIN RMT
BRITAIN’S 
SPECIALIST
TRANSPORT
UNION

Problems at work? Call the helpline
(Now with two operators)

Keep your RMT membership details up-to-date
Members can do this via the RMT website, telephone the
RMT helpline above, or writing to the membership
department at RMT head office, Chalton Street, London
NW1 1JD.




